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Dedication

“T "  his monograph grew out of a lecture on the Fisher Model and Financial 
I Markets that I wrote in July of 1984. I subsequently presented it and 

other lectures included here in my Ph.D. course on Uncertainty in Economics 
and Finance from 1984 till 2000. My Ph.D. students were a source of inspi
ration and insight. I valued them then as students and value them now as 
colleagues and friends. I dedicate this monograph to them.
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Preface

Г'Т ,Я his monograph represents work begun in July of 1984. Like a num- 
i ber of economists making the transition to finance, I wanted to gain 

some perspective on and appreciation for the finance discipline and, like oth
ers, I did not find a coherent perspective anywhere in the literature. While 
the Fisher model (1930) had been used in a number of corporate finance 
texts to note the foundations of the net present value rule, e.g., Brealey and 
Myers (1991), it had not been developed further in textbooks as a perspec
tive for students of the finance discipline.1 This work represents an attempt 
to articulate corporate finance from a common perspective and model. By 
generalizing the Fisher model to include risks, it is possible to exposit and 
prove the classic corporate finance theorems and to establish a common 
foundation for the discipline. For me it has been much like my first real 
analysis course that provided the first opportunity to really learn the calcu
lus. Here the classic theorems of corporate finance are collected, stated, and 
some are proved. The reader is challenged to prove corollaries and theorems 
and to see how the model provides the fundamental building blocks for the 
discipline.

The Fisher model is summarized in Chapter 1 and subsequently gen
eralized along the lines first used by Arrow and Debreu, i.e., see Arrow 
(1963) and Debreu (1959). A simple two-date Fisher model is constructed in 
a framework with all risk-averse agents and risks. The risks are the contracts 
exchanged now and paid then. The risk-averse agents exchange the risks and

'The Martin, Cox, and MacMinn text, i.e., Martin, J. D. et al. (1988). The Theory o f  Finance: 
Evidence and Applications. Dryden Press., subsequently provided more on the Fisher model 
than other texts but the Fisher perspective was not maintained, as I would have preferred.
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behave in a self-interested manner to maximize expected utility subject to 
any relevant constraints. Introducing stocks to allow the transfer of money 
from now to then increases the dimension of the problem but otherwise 
leaves the standard constrained maximization problem, so common in stan
dard microeconomic theory, in place. The simple stock contracts introduced 
by Arrow are easily seen to form the basis for the financial markets ; 2  other 
securities such as corporate stocks and bonds are also introduc 'd and valued 
as portfolios o f the Arrow securities.

The standard economic assumption that risk averse agents behave in a 
self-interested manner is examined in Chapter 4. The classic Fisher separation 
result is that the agent selects the scale of an investment project independent 
of any preferences for consumption now versus then and the result follows 
from the notion that more is preferred to less, i.e., self-interested behavior. 
The investment scale selected by the agent is also the scale that maximizes net 
present value and so the classic Fisher separation result provides the founda
tion for that rule. The Fisher model has been extended here to include risks 
and risk-averse agents and so it is natural to consider how the self-interested 
proprietor or chief executive officer will behave. After specifying the compen
sation scheme, the chief executive officer has a decision problem that involves 
the selection of a portfolio of securities on personal account and an invest
ment decision and financing decision on corporate account. A separation 
result flows from this analysis in much the same way that the classic Fisher 
separation result did. Similarly, the corporate objective function or equiva
lently the rule used by the manager in making decisions on corporate account 
also follows as a simple corollary. For some compensation schemes the cor
porate objective function is the maximization of current shareholder value 
subject to relevant constraints; hence, the analysis provides the foundation 
for the corporate objective function. W hat is more, it shows the connection 
between current shareholder value and net present value. The analysis also 
shows that the corporate objective function that is derived from this kind of 
analysis is not always current shareholder value. The compensation scheme 
will determine the objective function used by the manager and if the manager 
is compensated with stock options then the objective function becomes the 
maximization of the value of the stock option package. The maximization 
of stock option value can result in the acquisition of too much risk by the 
manager.

2The A rrow  securities payoff one currency unit in a particular state and zero otherwise. Hence, 
the securities are unit vectors in the space of financial payoffs. The securities form a basis, i.e., 
minimal spanning set, for the financial markets. The A rrow  securities are called basis stock here 
because of the analogy to linear algebra.
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M ore contracts and values are introduced in Chapter 5 to provide a 
slightly different interpretation of debt and equity and to provide the con
tracts necessary in some of the subsequent analysis.

The classic theorems in corporate finance are introduced and some are 
proved in Chapter 6 . The early theorems of Modigliani and Miller are proved 
using a few different methods and discussed in some detail because they are 
important to topics in subsequent chapters, e.g., the 1958 M odigliani-M iller 
Theorem has implications for corporate control and for risk management. 
Other theorems are stated but proved in subsequent chapters.

Agency problems similar to those discussed by Jensen and Meckling 
( i 976} ar-:.- introduced and discussed in Chapter 7. The classic principal- 
agent problem due to Ross (1973) is discussed here and reframed in a finan
cial marker setting as an agency problem. The agency problem is often due 
to a hidden action problem that will be discussed. The risk-shifting problem 
and the under-investment problem are both examples of the hidden action 
problem and a contracting solution is provided here for the risk shifting 
problem.

An agency problem may occur due to either a hidden action or a hid
den knowledge problem. The hidden knowledge problem is considered in 
Chapter 8 . One of the most well known implications of the hidden knowl
edge problem is found in Myers and M ajluf’s pecking order theorem. The 
pecking order theorem is demonstrated.

The notion of risk management is considered in Chapter 9. The corpo
ration has long been viewed as a nexus of contracts in corporate finance and 
that perspective has generated a lot of insight. Even the organization of the 
discipline reflects this view. Capital structure theorems are concerned with 
a set o f contracts. The selection of a capital structure for the firm is a risk 
management decision. Questions surrounding mergers and acquisitions are 
also concerned with contract sets; the decision to acquire or divest assets is 
an example o f a risk management decision. Similarly, the decision to hedge 
currency, commodity, or interest rate risk is also a risk management deci
sion. The chapter on risk management might be viewed as a logical extension 
o f this nexus of contracts conception of the corporation. Within this frame
w ork, a hedging theorem due to Froot et al. (1993) is stated and proved.



The Fisher Model with 
Certainty

T he model introduced here was originally described by Fisher (1930) 
under conditions of perfect foresight. It is summarized here in prepara

tion for the subsequent chapters on uncertainty . 1 This model provides three 
results that form the foundations for the theory of corporate finance. The 
model shows how one may develop the notion of the time value of money 
or the interest rate in a financial market model, how one may separate the 
savings decisions of individuals from the investment decisions of firms, and 
finally why the net present value rule is appropriate for decision making. All 
o f these results flow from the Fisher model and so make it o f central impor
tance in the development o f corporate finance. The certainty version of the 
model does not explain the existence of different rates of return on securities 
or other matters of concern but an uncertainty version of the model might 
be expected to provide insights and is developed in subsequent chapters; 
those chapters are all founded on what is developed here. Some remarks are 
included at the end of this chapter to outline what may be expected from a 
more general Fisher model.

Financial markets perform the role of allowing individuals and corpo
rations to transfer money between dates. The individual may save by trans
ferring dollars from the present to the future. The corporation may invest 
and finance the investment by transferring dollars from the future to the 
present. The following model provides the theoretical foundation for the net

1 Those familiar with the Fisher model should proceed to the next chapter.
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present value rule and by extension the corporate objective function. It also 
demonstrates why we look to the financial markets to find the cost of capital.

In its simplest setting, this model of individual behavior incorporates 
only one time period and does not include uncertainty. The model is devel
oped in three steps. First, allowing the consumer to participate in rhe financial 
market, the individual’s savings decision is characterized . 2 Second, rhe invest
ment frontier is introduced and consumer is given the role of firm proprietor; 
although the net present value rule has not been derived yet, we assume that 
the proprietor makes an investment decision on behalf of the firm using that 
rule. This investment decision is in capital goods rather than financial assets. 
Third, the individual’s savings decision is restored and the individual is given 
two roles. One role is firm proprietor and the other is consumer. The individ
ual makes both decisions to maximize expected utility subject to the appro
priate constraints. It should be noted that no objective function for the firm 
such as net present value is assumed here. Allowing the individual to make 
an investment decision as firm proprietor and to make a savings decision 
in the financial market as a consumer, the individual’s savings and invest
ment decisions are characterized. In the first and third steps, the individual is 
assumed to behave in accordance with her own self-interest. It is important 
to note that we are not assuming that the individual makes any decisions to 
maximize net present value. If any model is to demonstrate the importance 
o f the net present value rule, then that model must show that the individual 
finds it optimal to use the rule. This result is demonstrated in case three.

Savings Decisions

Suppose the consumer stands at date zero and makes choices that will allocate 
income and consumption across two dates t =  0  and 1 , that we refer to as 
now and then respectively. The consumer is endowed with some income now 
and then. Let m =  (m o ,m i) denote the income pair, similarly let с — (co>c\) 
denote the consumption pair; each pair represents dollars now and then. 
Suppose the consumer can borrow and lend at the known interest rate r. Then 
the consumer selecting a consumption pair also makes a savings decision 
s0  =  mo — со; the savings choice yields (mo — cq)[\ +  r) dollars then. The 
consumer must make these consumption choices consistent with a budget 
constraint

, Cl , mi / 1  CQ +  — — = > « 0  +  7 ——  ( 1 . 1 )
1  +  r 1  +  r

2Since there is no uncertainty, all financial assets must yield rhe same rate of return. Hence it 
is logical to suppose that there is only one financial asset and m arket. This will change when 
uncertainty is introduced.
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Figure 1.1 The budget constraint.

The budget constraint represents all the consumption pairs that equate the 
present value of the consumption plan with that of the income stream. The 
point m =  (m o,m i) in Figure 1.1 represents the time pattern of the income. 
Note that (1 -hr) is the absolute value of the slope of the budget constraint 
and corresponds to the increase in consumption then from each dollar saved 
now. A greater income either now or then yields a higher budget line through 
the new income pair. A greater interest rate yields a steeper budget line, since 
giving up a unit o f consumption now would permit even more consump
tion then.

The consumer’s preferences are represented by an intertemporal utility 
function u{co,ci). The utility maps consumption pairs into real numbers, 
i.e., the larger the number the better the consumption pair. The consumer is 
assumed to prefer more to less and so utility increases with more consumption 
now and then. The utility function also contains information concerning 
the consumer’s preference for more consumption now versus then and this 
preference is consumer specific.

The preferences indicated by the utility function may be represented 
with intertemporal indifference curves; consumption pairs on an indifference 
curve, of course, indicate the same utility while the higher indifference curves 
represent greater utility. The absolute value of the slope of these curves at 
any consumption pair yields the individual’s intertemporal marginal rate of 
substitution, i.e., mrs, and measures the value of consumption now in terms 
o f consumption then. A steeper indifference curve corresponds to greater
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Figure 1.2 The optimal consumption.

desire for consumption now. The indifference curves in Figure 1.2 also illus
trate the notion of a decreasing marginal rate of substitution, i.e., as the 
individual increases consumption now, the value of consumption now in 
terms of consumption then decreases.

The individual’s choice problem may be characterized as a constrained 
maximization problem. The consumer selects the consumption pair to

maximize u{co, c\)
с i m\

subject to cq +  7 ——  =  mo +
1  +  r

The Lagrange function for this problem is

1  +  r

( ci m\ \
C° +  T + 7  ~ m° ~  T + r )

The first order conditions for a maximum are

8 L 3 и

dco dco
a l d n

d C\ dc\
Ы
эх — ntQ +

1

1 + r
M\

=  0

1 + r
— Co —

1 + r
=  0

(1.2)

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

(1.6 )

The solution to this problem is demonstrated in Figure 1.2. The marginal rate 
of substitution is the ratio of the marginal utility of consumption now to the
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marginal utility o f consumption then. From (1.4) and (1.5) it follows that

du .

т п = ж  =  т л :  =  х + г  (1-7)
Э Cl A l+ r

N ote that at the consumption bundle c*, the consumer’s marginal rate of 
substitution equals one plus the rate of interest, i.e., mrs* =  1 +  r. The opti
mality condition has a simple interpretation; it says that at the margin c* 
the individual values consumption now in terms of consumption then at its 
opportunity cost.

The Investment Frontier

N ext suppose the time pattern of income may be altered by investing in capital 
goods. Let Iq denote the dollar investment in capital goods and П i denote 
the total dollar return on the investment; let П-i =  П(/о) and suppose П(/о),
i.e., the investment frontier, is a function which increases at a decreasing 
rate in the dollar investment. The function П is shown in Figure 1.3. The 
slope of the investment frontier at a point is П'(/о) =  1 +  *(/(>)» where / is 
an interest rate called the marginal efficiency of investment. Since the payoff 
Пт increases at a decreasing rate, the marginal efficiency of investment also 
decreases as Iq increases.
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The net present value and internal rate of return

Although the firm proprietor is not necessarily concerned with the net present 
value, or equivalently, the net future value, o f the investment project, it is 
appropriate at this point to identify the investment level which maximizes 
the net present value. Let npv and nfv denote net present and future value, 
respectively. Then

M aximizing npv and nfv, o f course, yields the same investment level. The

At the investment level which maximizes nfv> this derivative is zero and so

investment, i.e., r =  ;(/J). This condition simply says that the last dollar 
invested must yield the same rate of return as is available in the financial 
market. The investment IJ  is shown in Figure 1.4. Note that the vertical 
distance between П(/о) and (1 + r )  /о is the net future value and Ц maximizes 
this distance.

It is also possible to provide a graphical interpretation of the internal rate 
of return, i.e., IRR, on the project. The internal rate of return is implicitly 
defined as that rate o f return which yields a zero net present value, or equiv
alently, a zero net future value. Hence, the IRR{lo) is implicitly defined by 
the condition

ically as the slope of a cord from the origin to a point on the investment

(1.8)

and

nfv{I0) =  ( 1  +r)npv{I0)

=  - (1 + г ) / о  +  П(/о) (1.9)

derivative of net future value with respect to the investment level is

=  - ( l  +  r) +  ( l  +  /(J0)) 

=  0 (1.10)

the interest rate in the financial market equals the marginal efficiency of

nfv(I0) =  -  ( 1  +  IRR(Io)) Io +  П(/0) =  0 (1.11)

or equivalently, by the condition

1  +  IRR(Io) =
h

( 1-12)

This shows that one plus the internal rate of return can be interpreted graph-
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Figure 1.4 The investment that maximizes npv and nfv.

frontier. Note that if, as assumed, П(/о) increases at a decreasing rate then 
the internal rate of return decreases in Jo-

The Optimal Investment and Savings Decisions

Finally, suppose the individual not only selects a consumption plan but also 
an investment plan in capital goods. The consumer then effectively becomes 
a single proprietor. The ability to invest in capital goods alters the individ
ual’s income pair from {mo,mi) to {mo — Io,™i +  П(/о)). The constrained 
maximization problem becomes a choice not only of an optimal consumption 
plan c* but also an optimal investment. Hence, the constrained maximization 
problem is

maximize u{co,c\)
c\ m\ +  П(/о) (1.13) 

subject to со +  -------=  mo — lo H-------- r —-------
1  -|- T 1  +  r

The budget constraint is simply the condition that the present value of con
sumption plan equals the present value of income stream. The position of 
the budget constraint is determined by the investment decision because that 
decision alters the income pair. The individual has two roles. One of the 
roles is as the proprietor of a firm. In that capacity the individual makes the 
investment decision. The other role is that of a consumer. In this capacity, 
the individual selects the pair (cq, c i), or equivalently, a savings level. The
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щ+Щ%)  - -

tRq -  Iq m0

Figure 1.5 ш Fisher separation.

feasible investment and consumption decisions are represented by the invest
ment frontier and the associated budget line, respectively, in Figure 1.5.

The Lagrange function for the constrained maximization problem in 
(1 .13) is

Ц с о ,с ь /о,Х) =  “коуc} ) - к ( с 0 +  ~7~~------ (™о -  /о) -  т  П —̂ )
\ 1 +  г 1 +  г /

(1.14)

The first order conditions are (1 .4), (1 .5), and

й - 4 - е ? ) -
dL , n , “ l +  n (!o) Cl n n  л£\—  =  ( » J o - I o )  +  — 7 " ----------- C o - - - — =  0 (1.16)ok  1 + r  1 + r

N ote that first order condition (1.15) yields /(/J) =  r as the condition for 
an optimal investment; this is the familiar marginal efficiency of investment 
equal the interest rate common in other economic models. The individ
ual, in the role of proprietor, selects the investment level indicated by the 
pair {mo — l^mx +  n(/J)). Then, the individual, in the role of consumer, 
selects the consumption bundle indicated by the point c*. Note that, at b
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the condition /(/J) =  r holds, while at с the condition mrs =  1  +  r holds. 
Also, observe that the condition /(/J) =  r does not depend on the individual’s 
preferences and that it is the condition for a maximum net present value.

An alternative intuitive explanation is as follows: The individual has pref
erences consistent with the observation that more is preferred to less. The 
individual selects the investment plan (/J, П(/J)) which maximizes the present 
value of total income, because by doing so the individual obtains the highest 
possible budget line in the financial market. To see this, note that the budget 
lire for any investment decision intersects the horizontal axis at

m\ +  П(/о) mi П(/о)
mo - 1  о +  — — -------= m 0 +  — -------- I0 +  — —

1  +  r 1 + r  1 + r

=  m° +  T T ~  +  nPv(h) (1-17)
1 + r

and the budget line maximizes this value and so it yields the greatest capability 
for consumption now and then. This is the Fisher separation result, i.e., all 
individuals, irrespective of their preference for consumption now versus then, 
select the same investment plan. Maximizing the present value of income is 
equivalent to maximizing the net present value of the investment. Recall 
that the analysis was not begun with the objective of maximizing the net 
present value. The objective was to maximize the individual’s utility subject 
to a budget constraint and this yielded the result that any individual makes 
the investment decision to maximize net present value. Hence, the roles of 
proprietor and consumer can be separated.

Remarks

The Fisher model is remarkably robust for such a simple construct. It pro
vides for a determination of an interest rate, for a Fisher separation theorem 
and for a derivation of the net present value rule. It is possible to derive the 
supply o f and demand for savings based on the model developed here and so 
it is possible to determine an equilibrium rate of interest; that has not been 
pursued here because the analysis focuses on the development of corporate 
finance theory. For this development, the separation theorem plays an impor
tant role because it shows that an individual making a savings decision on 
personal account and a capital investment decision on firm or proprietorship 
account will separate the two decisions, in the sense that the capital invest
ment decision will be made without reference to intertemporal preferences for 
consumption now versus then. Equivalently, the separation theorem shows 
that the investment decision is driven by the more is preferred to less assump
tion but not intertemporal preferences because the financial market allows
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the individual to reallocate consumption across time by borrowing or lend
ing. Finally, the model also provides a decision rule for the single proprietor 
and that rule is to make decisions that maximize net present value.

The certainty version of the Fisher model has its limitations. The certainty 
model cannot explain different rates of returns for securities. As one would 
expect, the introduction of uncertainty provides the basis for explaining dif
ferent rates of return and much more. Portfolio Theory (M arkow itz 1 952), 
the Capital Asset Pricing Model (Sharpe 1964 ;M o ssin  1966 ; Garman 1979), 
the Arbitrage Pricing Model (Garman 1979), etc., have all been developed to 
provide various explanations in corporate finance but none have vhe capa
bility of integrating the results in one framework. The Fisher model does as 
the subsequent chapters show. Arrow’s work on the allocation of risk (1963) 
provides the foundation for a generalized version of the Fisher model. The 
savings decision becomes a portfolio decision as is shown in the next chapter. 
The subsequent chapters provide a demonstration of some of the key results 
and insights in corporate finance reframed and motivated in the context of 
the Fisher model.

Suggested Problems

1 . Suppose the individual has intertemporal preferences specified by 
h (co ,ci) =  m in{co,Ci}. Sketch the indifferences curves and show the 
optimal consumption bundle.

2 . Suppose the individual has the intertemporal preferences specified in 
the last problem and an income pair such that > m\. Does the 
individual lend or borrow in the financial market? How does the lending 
or borrowing decision change given an increase in the interest rate?

3. Let the investment frontier be specified as ПЦо) =  т'т{к1о, M} where к 
and M are positive constants. Sketch this frontier. Also provide a sketch 
of the marginal efficiency of investment and the internal rate of return.

4 . Show that nfu(Io) > 0  implies lRR[Io) > r and that nfv(Io) < 0  implies 
IRR(Io) < r.

5. Suppose IT > 0 and П" < 0. Show that / < 1RR for all positive invest
ment levels.

6 . Provide a sketch of an investment frontier which would yield a negative 
net present value for any positive level of investment.

7. Why is it reasonable to say that the financial market rate of return r is 
the cost o f capital?

8 . Sketch the case in which any positive investment in a project yields a 
negative npv and show that the consumer\proprietor chooses not to 
invest.
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Figure 1.6 Mutually exclusive projects.

9. Show how the proprietor’s investment choice is affected by a reduction 
in the interest rate r.

10. Suppose that the proprietor selects an investment level either greater 
than or less than the level b shown in Figure 1.5. Show that, in either 
case, the individual is worse off and that this result does not depend on 
whether the individual is a borrower or lender.

11. Suppose the proprietor can invest in one of two mutually exclusive 
projects. Let Пд and Пв denote the investment frontiers for the two 
projects, so that Пд(/о) is the revenue generated then if project A is 
selected and П в (/о) if project В is selected. The investment frontiers are 
shown in Figure 1.6. Show and explain the following:

a. The Fisher separation result holds in terms of which project is selected 
as well as the scale at which the project is operated.

b. Specify the conditions under which project В will be selected over 
project A.

c. Which project has the larger internal rate of return? If you select 
project A or В on the basis of which has the larger IRR, is your 
choice consistent with your analysis in (b)?
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The Fisher Model

T he Fisher model has been noted as one of the foundations of corporate 
finance for decades. In its classic form, the Fisher model (1930) posits 

the existence of a financial market that allows individuals to transfer money 
between dates at a known rate of interest. 1 Let those dates be known as now 
and then. Individuals have preferences over consumption now versus then 
and may implement those choices by saving or dissaving or equivalently by 
lending or borrowing in the financial market. Each individual makes a con
sumption choice that reallocates that individual’s income stream. The choice 
is made to maximize utility subject to a budget constraint that limits choices 
to those that make the present value of the consumption stream equal to that 
of the income stream. The model was developed for a certain rate of return 
in the financial market. Some attention has subsequently been focused on the 
savings decision under uncertainty, e.g., Sandmo (1970) and Kimball (1990). 
The focus here is somewhat different; the focus is on the most natural exten
sion of the classic Fisher model to a financial market in which the individuals, 
whom we will subsequently also call consumers or investors, allocate their 
consumption through time by selecting from a variety of assets. The model 
developed here is the basic construct for all the subsequent developments. 2

'T h is classic model is also typically extended to allow the individual to make an investment 
decision, i.e., an investment in physical as opposed to financial capital. The extension will be 
considered in a subsequent chapter.
2Also see Hirshleifer, J . (1 9 6 5 ). “ Investment Decision Under Uncertainty: Choice-Theoretic  
A pproaches.” Quarterly Journal o f  Economics 7 9 (4 ): 5 0 9 -5 3 6 .  Hirshleifer provided a com par
ison of the Capital Asset Pricing Model and the Fisher model and was one of the m otivations for 
the current model that provides a more robust generalization of the Fisher model in a financial 
market setting.

12
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Consider a competitive economy operating between the dates now and 
then. Consumer i selects a consumption pair (c,o, сц) where c,o denotes con
sumption now and a i denotes consumption then. Let {тю,тц) denote the 
consumer’s income now and then. Let u fa о, сц ) be the consumer’s increasing 
concave utility function; u, expresses the individual’s preferences for con
sumption now versus then. To introduce uncertainty let ( 3 ,  T ,  Ф,) denote 
the probability space for consumer /, where S  is the set of states of nature, 
J- is the event space, and Ф, is the probability measure. We will ini
tially that there are only a finite number of states of nature, i.e.,
' '  --- {i ; .. с з , . . .  ,£л/}, and for graphical purposes we let N =  2 ; in this 

th’_ .\t space J 7 is the power set, i.e., the set of all subsets of S . To 
the certainty operational, suppose that the consumer can transfer 

cellars : ; • l ’iow to then by purchasing one or more of N risky assets; each 
basis ass?: m a complete market model is a promise to pay one dollar if state 
of nature £ occurs and zero otherwise. Let /?(£) be the price of an asset that 
yields one dollar in state £ and zero otherwise.

Consumer and Investor Behavior

The consumer selects a consumption plan that specifies a consumption level 
now and a consumption level for each state of nature that may occur then. In 
its classic form, the problem is stated as a constrained maximization problem. 
Due to the uncertainty concerning consumption then, we maximize expected 
utility subject to a budget constraint. Therefore the problem may be stated 
as follows:

maximize I
J e  (2 .1) 

subject to сю +  ]P/?(£)c,i(£) =  w,o +  У ^р(?)*ид(£)

where the left hand side of the constraint is the risk adjusted present value 
of consumption and the right hand side is the risk adjusted present value of 
income. The budget constraint is shown in Figure 2 .1 .

Given the finite number of states of nature, the expected utility may also 
be expressed as follows:

(2.2)
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Figure 2.1 The budget constraint.

where ^/(£) is the probability of state £. The problem may then be equiva
lently expressed as

maximize ^  w,(c/o, cn (f  )Wi

_  S _  (2-3)
subject to do +  l2p{$)cn{$)  =  W|0  +  22p(%)ntn№)

The first order conditions, for an optimal consumption number appropriately 
plan, are:

» ,-*/ ($ )-  * i  =  03 (2.4)

-  kjp{i;) =  0, for all С e  S  (2.5)

N ote that (2.4) simply says that the Lagrange multiplier A.,- equals the expected 
marginal utility of consumption now. Also observe that, using (2.4), (2.5) 
may be equivalently expressed as

Ж ) =  ^ - n ----- -гтг: (2.6)
£ 2 Г>1

which says that the consumer will purchase state £ claims up to the point at 
which its price equals the marginal rate of substitution, i.e., the rate at which

3The Djm, is notation for the partial derivative of the function щ with respect to its first argu
m ent; similarly Dm, is the partial derivative with respect to the second argument.
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the consumer is willing to sacrifice consumption now for more consumption 
in state £ equals the price now of consumption in state £ . 4

It is also possible to consider the problem from the perspective of an 
investor. The investor selects a portfolio of securities to transfer dollars 
between dates and states. Let * ;(£ ) be the number of state £ shares pur
chased by investor /. Then the investor’s problem may be rewritten in terms 
of the financial assets. Consumption now and then become

era =  -  £ > ( f  )* ;(? ) (2.7)

JT'Cl

Cii(f) =  w n (f ) +  */(«) (2.8)

respectively. Now the investor’s problem can be stated, in unconstrained
form, as

maximize

where the consumption pair is expressed in terms of the financial assets. 
The first order conditions for the maximization problem are o f the following 
form:

-p (£ )  +  А гщЫК) =  for all £ e  3  (2 . 1 0 )

Note that these conditions may be restated as

m  =  v P 2n M ; k  ( 2 Л 1 )

as previously in (2.6). Alternatively, we may note that

р{% i) DlUi(CiO,Ci\(%l))
/?(£>) D2Ui(Cio9cn(fr))

(2.12)

4N ote that < is the Greek letter zeta. It and the Greek le tte rs , i.e., om ega, will be used throughout 
the analysis to denote particular states in 2 .  T o see that the right hand side is the marginal rate 
of substitution, rake the differential of the expected utility function, set it equal to zero, and 
note that this yields

D ,и,*,•(*) j dc,Q +  (D 2«iiM €))<fcfi(€) =  0

dcio DmiW)
*  dcnti) ~ £н°1"лМ $)
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The right hand side of (2 . 1 2 ) is the investor’s marginal rate of substitution 
while the left hand side is the price ratio. So this condition says that the 
investor selects state one and two claims such that the rate at which she is 
willing to sacrifice state two consumption for more state one consumption 
and remain indifferent equals that rate at which she can exchange state two 
claims for state one claims.

Having expressed the consumer’s problem in a financial market setting, 
it is natural to consider the demand for the basis stock in this economy. 
These assets form the basis for the expression of all financial vah$^ Since 
all other assets can be expressed in terms of a portfolio o f the b£.s:r. assets, 
those demands are perfectly elastic at the portfolio price or equivar * iy the 
arbitrage free price. The basis assets, however, may be expected • hav- 
downward sloping demand functions. The following section considers tiv  
development of the basis stock demand for a special case. The derivation or 
the demand and comparative statics in general case is left as an exercise.

Basis Stock Demand

Consider the demand for the basis stock. Let *;(£/) =  x,j, ^,(£/) = \{/jj and 
p[%j) =  pj. Similarly, let x, =  ( x , i , . . . ,x ,n )  denote the portfolio o f basis 
stock, let p =  ( / ? ] , . . . ,pu) denote the vector of basis stock prices and 
let \J/j =  (V'/i, ■. ■, i/on) denote the vector of state probabilities. Now con
sider a special case of the utility function that eliminates the income effect. 
Let и,(с/о,сл) =  — exp (—j,[c/o +  c,i]) denote the utility function and let 
Hj(xj;p,}J/j) denote the expected utility function, i.e . , 5

Hi(xi;p,\l/j) =  ^m/o -  '̂/ {2ЛЗ)

The use of this utility function is motivated by Arrow’s work. In a port
folio model with one safe asset and one risky asset, Arrow showed that 
non-increasing absolute risk aversion implies that the risky asset is a normal 
good . 6 Since the demand for any normal good is downward sloping and the

5This utility function yields a generalized form of the constant absolute risk aversion utility 
function. N ote that

D\\Ui =  —a,D\Uj, DnUi =  - d j D i u D \ i m  =  -ajD iu^  and D\iu, =  -a,DiUj

This analysis must be generalized to allow for any utility function characterized by a generalized 
measure of decreasing absolute risk a version.
6See Arrow , K. J . (1 9 7 4 ). “The Theory of Risk Aversion.” Essays in the Theory o f  Risk- 
Bearing. N orth-H olland.
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utility function assumed here satisfies a generalized notion of constant abso
lute risk aversion, it should follow that the demand functions are downward 
sloping. Given two states of nature, the first order conditions are

D j H ,  =  p i ^ D i M /̂ г/, +  D itt^ H  =  0  

J
DiH j =  - p i  ^ 2  =  0

J

(2.14)

It follows that the demand for basis stock one is a function х ц (p; \J/) and the 
’ope oi the demand function is

D ijH, DnH:
DnH, DnH/
D n H; d 12h ,

d 2,h , D12H,

(2.15)

Since the second order conditions for a maximum are

D\{Hj < 0 and
D n H , D n H, 
Di\Hj D 22H,

> 0 (2.16)

the demand for basis stock one is downward sloping if the numerator is 
positive. Direct calculation yields D^Hj =  ajXt, D 2H, =  0 and

D i3H/ =  -  ^  Diw,^/ +  pix/i -  D2iu,xni/i\
J J

=  — ^  D\iii\Jfij +  axXi\ D i  H ,
(2.17)

J
< 0

since more is preferred to less, i.e., D\Uj > 0. The sign of the determinant in 
the numerator of (2.15) is

D I3H, DnH, -
d 23h , DnH, 0 -

> 0 (2.18)

It follows that the demand for basis stock one is downward sloping as shown 
in Figure 2.2.

N ext, consider how the demand for basis stock one is affected bya change 
in the probability of state one. Note that in this two state exam 
treated as the probability of state one; then 1 — iJ/i is the probability of stateN/
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two. The change in basis stock one demand, given a change in the probability 
of state one, is

(2.19)

Direct calculation shows that D isH , > 0, D 2 5 H, < 0 , and DnHi < 0. This 
derivative is positive if and only if the numerator is negative. The sign of the 
determinant in the numerator of (2 .19) is

D]SHi DnH.
dxn DisH, Dn Hj
H i DuHi D M

Du Hi D uty

D xsHi D n Hi +  -
D15Hi D22Hi -  -

< 0 (2 .20 )

and so it follows that an increase in the probability of state one increases 
the demand for basis stock one, as expected. Other things being equal, this 
result implies an increase in the price of basis stock one. It may also be noted 
that there is a reduction in the demand for basis stock two since

D3xi2[pAi) =  -

D n Hi D lsHi — +
D2lHi D2SHi - -

D u Hi D l2Hi D , 1 н, DnHi
D2,Hi D22Hi DuHi D22Hi

< 0 (2 .21)

Other things being equal, this result implies a decrease in the price of basis 
stock two. Equivalently, ceteris paribus, the price ratio р\/рг increases. 
Finally, it should be observed that the basis stock prices incorporate and 
aggregate the investors* preferences and probability beliefs. Any aggregate 
change in probability beliefs or risk preferences will result in a change in
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the composition of basis stock prices. A change in the risk preferences or 
probability beliefs of one investor will, of course, not change stock prices in 
this competitive market system.

Risk Aversion

N ext consider risk aversion in this setting. It should be noted that the notion 
of risk aversion must be reframed in this setting since the notion of safe is 
different. How does the more risk averse investor behave? In a safe asset 
versus risky asset portfolio model, the more risk averse individual can be 
expected со purchase more of the safe asset, e.g., see Pratt (1964); Arrow 
( i '>84); iVkicMinn (1980); M acM inn (1984). In this model, what a more risk 
averse individual does in selecting a basis stock portfolio is an open question. 
By analogy, the more risk averse investor selects a basis stock portfolio which 
is safer, i.e., the more risk averse investor selects a basis stock portfolio closer 
to c i(£ i) = с | (£2 )• Suppose there are two investors i and k with the same 
probability beliefs, i.e., =  fa  for all £ e S . Recall that investor k is more 
risk averse than investor i if k has a utility function of the form w* =  T (« ,), 
where T  is an increasing concave function.7 It is apparent that the first order 
conditions for investor k can be expressed as

(  D i U k f a ( S )  T ' D 2 U i f a ( S )

Ж  £ S £>1  uhfa($) £ S T 'D  М Ш )

and

l) _  fl2M*(Q0>CAl($l)) _  T'D2Ui(Ci09Cn( î)) 
p(£ 2 ) D2Uk(cko,Ck\(&)) T'D2iij(Cio, c,\(£2 ))

(2 .23)

Consider a comparison of the marginal rates of substitution. Due to the 
concavity o f T ,

T'D2itj(Cjo,Cj\[%i)) ^ £bMi(£iO>Cii(£i)) |2 2 4 )
T 'D 2Ui(CjO,Cj\(%2)) D2Uj(CjO,Cji{%2))

if c/i(£i) < c/i(£2)- The inequality is reversed for c/i(£i) > C/ife)- Similarly, 
the marginal rates o f substitution are equal when a i(£i) =  ^ 1 ( 2̂ )* Other 
things being equal, this result suffices to show that the more risk averse 
individual selects a portfolio of basis stock that is safer. In Figure 2 .3 , investor

7See M ac M inn, R. (1 9 8 4 ). Lecture Notes on Pratt’s “ Risk Aversion in the Small and in 
the Large” and its generalization. Pratt, J . W . (1 9 6 4 ). “ Risk Aversion in the Small and in the 
Large.” Econometrica 3 2 : 1 2 2 -1 3 6 .
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Figure 2.3 ж Risk aversion.

one is more risk averse than investor two. The I\ and h  denote indifference 
curves in consumption then space. Note that at individual tw o’s optimal 
consumption pair, we have the following relation

mrsi > Ptti)
P(fo)

=  mrs2 (2 .25)

Since, from investor one’s perspective, the value of stock one in terms of 
stock two exceeds the cost of stock one in terms of stock two, the more risk 
averse investor can increase expected utility by substituting type one for type 
two stock.

Remarks

We have seen in each statement of the problem that the individual will have 
an incentive to hold more than one type of asset or stock in spite o f the 
fact that the prices differ.8 This, o f course, is due to risk aversion, i.e., the 
risk averse individual prefers a payoff in both states of nature to a payoff in 
only one even if the prices of the assets differ. Hence this model provides an 
explanation for the existence of different rates of return; recall that the rate 
of return on a basis stock that has a one dollar payoff in state £ is

and so if p(C) >  p{H) it follows that r(£) < r(f) .

(2 .26)

8It need not be true that * ,(£ )  =  0  for all £ e  3 .  However, even if * /(£ ) =  0  it does not follow  
that the consum er is not selling shares in some corporation short because the corporations are 
simply portfolios of the stocks modeled here.
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Suggested Problems

1. Suppose the investor’s utility function takes the form «(co ,ci(£)) =  
_£-я(с0+с1Ш) where a is a positive constant. Show that the constant a can 
be interpreted as a measure of absolute risk aversion. Will the investor 
hold the basis stock in fixed proportions independent of the measure of 
absolute risk aversion?

2. Suppose the investor’s utility function takes the form u{co, ci(£)) =  
(со +  C|(£)), - r , where r is a positive constant less than one. Show that 
r can be interpreted as a measure of relative risk aversion. Does this util
ity function provide a portfolio separation result?



Financial Values

H aving constructed the investor’s portfolio problem, we are now in a 
position to value any security but will concentrate first on the corpo

ration’s equity, debt, and option issues. Each plays a role in determining 
the capital structure of the firm and each provides both explicit and implicit 
incentives for corporate decisions as we will see in subsequent chapters.

Equity

First consider the value of a firm’s equity issue. Let Uf{co) denote the pay
off then of corporation f.  Suppose the corporation has previously issued Nf 
shares of common stock. If the firm is unlevered then the common stock pay
off per share is Uf/Nf.  Now, allow each investor to select a portfolio of basis 
stock and the common stock of corporation f .  The investor’s consumption 
now and then are

C;o =  ~  )*.(£) -  Р/хц  (3.1)

Cii(S) = " « л ( ! ) + * / ( £ ) (3. 2)

where pf is the share price and x-,f is the number of shares of common stock 
f  purchased by investor /. The first order conditions for the portfolio of basis 
stock are the same as equation (2.10) in Chapter 2. The first order condition 
for share o f common stock f  is

- p f 'E 'D im M S )  +  =  0 (3.3)

22
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Using equation (2 .11), it follows that the share price may be expressed as

Pf =  — ---------- L----------
£ s D , «,•*■(*)

DiUjfiiZ) ГДО) (3.4)= у
s E s D i “ 'M *>  Nf 

= Esp ( ^
Alir- natively, rhe stock market value of this unlevered corporation is S/-,
where

S f m P f N f - z ' E r t W f W  . (3.5)

Hence, the stock market value of the corporation is the risk adjusted present 
value of its payoff, or equivalently, its quasi-rent.1

Debt

N ext, consider the value of corporate bonds. Let a bond contract be a promise 
to pay one dollar in each state of nature. Then it should be clear that the price 
o f the bond is /?*,, where рь is also a discount factor.

T o  reformulate the model to include debt, let рь be the price of a safe bond 
contract and let у/ be the number of bond contracts purchased by investor /. 
The individual’s consumption now and then become

сю =  mi о -  ^  p{% )*,(£) -  pfX,f -  pbyt (3.6)

=  « н ( ! )  +  * Д $ ) + * * ^ Р  +Vi (3-7)

The first order conditions for the safe bond contract is

1-pbDtUi + D i u i i m )  =  0 (3.8)

'T h e  corporate payoff may be referred to as a quasi-rent in some cases because it does not include 
som e or all of the capital expenses that would be part of a previous investment expenditure.
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Using the first order conditions (3.8) and equation (2 .11 ), note that this 
condition may be rewritten as

_  ) 
h~ * £ s * w .- ( ? )  (39)

=  X > ? >

This is the expected result since the safe debt contract is equivalent to pur
chasing one share of stock of each type £ € S . Any other result would yield 
an arbitrage opportunity. Let bf be both the number of bond contracts and 
the promised payment on the bond issue. It follows that the value or a safe 
bond issue is Df(bf) =  pbbf.

Next, consider risky debt instruments. Suppose firm f  has issued bonds 
for which it promises to repay bf dollars at the end of the period if the firm’s 
earnings are sufficient. Then the return to all bondholders is m in{bf, П/-}. 
The return per share is m\n{bf9 Uf)/bf =  m in {l, Uf/bf] and so letting pbf 
denote the share price of the corporation’s risky debt we have consumption 
now and then as

era =  ”i/o -  )*;(£) -  pfXjf -  pbfVif (3 .10)

c / i ( l )  =  ” * ; i ( t )  + ■ * ;(£ )  +  X jf  m ax jo, ^ — — | +  y y m i n | l , — J
(3.11)

The first order condition for debt purchase becomes

-I- D 2Ui min | l, ^  J j ̂ / ( S )  =  0  (3 .12)

Let m in{l, Uf/bf) =  1 for all states of nature in the subset 3 \B and m in (l, 
Uf/bf) =  Uf/bf for all states of nature in the complement of S\B , i.e., B, 
then the first order condition (3.12) may be rewritten as

fv=E^>+Ep<*>nr̂  <313)
S\B В f

Notice that the total market value of the firm’s risky debt is Df(bf) =  pbfbf, 
or equivalently,

SVB B (3 .14)
=  £ > ( ? )  m i n i n g ) , f y )
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Figure 3.1 Values.

This result is also intuitively appealing because one bond is equivalent to a 
portfolio of stock with a one dollar payoff for all £ e  2 \B and with a fraction 
Пf[co)/bf of a dollar payoff for all £ €  B.

By assuming a continuum of states of nature rather than a finite set, the 
bond and stock market values may be shown in Figure. 3 .1 }  Let 8 denote the 
boundary of the insolvency event, i.e., S is implicitly defined by the condition 
П(<5) — b so that В =  {£|П(£) < b} =  [0 ,5). The bond or debt value is 
proportional to the green shaded area in Figure 3.1 and the equity value is 
proportional to the blue shaded area in the figure.

Call Options

Options are derivative instruments, i.e., instruments that derive their value 
from other traded instruments. The call option will play a central role in much 
of the analysis and so is considered here; other options will be considered in 
subsequent chapters. A call option on an asset gives its holder the right to 
purchase one share of the asset then at an exercise price established now. If 
the call is written on the stock of corporation f  then the payoff on the call is

2The shaded areas are not quite the values but they are proportional to them. For exam ple, the 
continuous version of the debt value may be expressed as

for some fi in S ; this follows by the intermediate value theorem. A similar com ment can be 
made for the stock value.
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m ax(0, [Uf/Nf) — ef) where ef is the exercise price. Let 
be Cf. Then

Ч =  ] С М !)  max jo, -  eAJ

The value of Nf such options is Cf, where 

Cf =  CfNf

=  max{0, Пf (co) -  Ef )

where Ef =  efNf is the exercise value. N ote that if bf =  Ef then the stock 
market value of the levered firm is a call option value.

Suggested Problems

1. Define the rate of return for the stock of a levered corporation and show 
how it changes with leverage.

2. Define the rate of return on the levered zero coupon bond.
3. Define the weighted cost of capital and express it for the levered corpo

ration. How does leverage affect the weighted cost of capital?

the call option price 

(3 .15)



Chapter

Fisher Separation

U nder certainty, Fisher (1930) demonstrated a result that subsequently 
became known as Fisher separation. In the classic version of the 

Fisher model, the individual makes a consumption choice and an investment 
decision to maximize utility subject to a budget constraint. The investment 
decision requires expenditure now and yields a known dollar return then 
based on the size o f the investment expenditure. The investment decision 
alters the temporal income distribution of the individual but that can be 
compensated for by borrowing or lending in the financial market. It is the 
ability to compensate for any changes in the temporal distribution of income 
that generates the Fisher separation result, which says that the investment 
decision is independent of the individual’s preferences for consumption now 
versus then. The individual selects that investment decision which maximizes 
the present value of her income stream and then selects the optimal con
sumption pair by borrowing or lending in the financial market. O f course, 
the investment and its return are part of the individual’s income stream and 
so a corollary to the Fisher separation theorem follows immediately and says 
that the selected investment level is the one that maximizes net present value. 
Hence, the theorem and corollary have become an important part o f cor
porate finance. The corollary has been used as a theoretical justification for 
the use of net present value and, in particular, for its use as the corporate 
objective function.1

1 There is a thread in the literature that deals with rhe development of a corporate objective 
function. A few notable examples include. Diamond, P. (1 9 6 7 ). “The Role of a Stock M arket

27
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N ow , consider whether Fisher’s results remain intact in this financial 
market model. In particular, it would be nice to see whether the Fisher sep
aration result holds here and what it implies about an objective function for 
the publicly held and traded corporation. The corporate objective function 
has historically been assumed in much of the finance literature; there the 
assumptions include corporate value, stock value, current shareholder value, 
etc. One of the advantages of using Fisher’s approach to the construction of a 
financial market model is that the corporate objective function can be derived.

A few cases are considered here in the process of generalizing the Fisher 
separation theorem and its corollary. The first is in the spirit of the original 
Fisher model in which a single individual makes the consumption and invest
ment choices. We refer to that individual here as the sole proprietor and show 
the first separation result. The next case considers what must motivate some 
of the thinking in corporate finance. In this second case the publicly held 
and traded corporation is introduced. The corporate decisions are made by a 
manager who has a salary now and then and is also paid in corporate stock. 
In this case, a separation theorem is demonstrated that yields the expected 
corollary which says that the manager makes all decisions for the corpo
ration to maximize the current shareholder value and another immediate 
corollary is that maximizing current shareholder value is equivalent to m ax
imizing risk adjusted net present value. Hence, all the expected results are 
confirmed. Finally, the third case provides a different compensation scheme 
for the corporate manager. Since stock options were becoming common in 
the last two decades of the 20th  century, the manager is assumed to be given 
a compensation scheme that provides salary and stock options. A separation 
result again holds and the corollary in this case yields an objective function 
which says that the manager makes all decisions on corporate account to 
maximize the value of the stock option package or equivalently the warrant 
value. Maximizing warrant value is easily shown to be inconsistent with 
maximizing net present value.

in a General Equilibrium Model with Technological Uncertainty.” American Economic Review 
5 7 : 7 5 9 - 7 7 3 ,  Ekern, S. and R. Wilson (1 9 7 4 ). “ On the Theory of the Firm in an Econom y with 
Incomplete M arkets.” Bell Journal o f  Economics 5: 1 7 1 -1 8 0 , Radner, R. (1 9 7 4 ). “ A N ote on 
Unanimity of Stockholder’s Preferences Among Alternative Production Plans: A Reform ulation  
of the Ekern-W ilson M odel.” Bell Journal o f  Economics S'. 1 8 1 -1 8 4 . This thread of the literature 
is primarily concerned with the conditions that generate a corporate objective function that yields 
unanimity am ong the stakeholders of the corporate. Also see M acM inn, R. (1 9 9 5 ). Lecture  
N otes on Ekern and W ilson’s “ On the Theory of the Firm in an Econom y with Incomplete 
M arkets” .
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Proprietor

First, consider the classic case of a single proprietorship. Let the proprietor 
make an investment decision on firm account as well as a portfolio decision 
on personal account. Let T\f{lf,(o) be the earnings of firm f  as a function not 
only of the state of nature but also of the dollar investment If. The value of 
firm f  is Vf where

V/ =  ] p > t t ) r V ( V ,f )  (4.1)

We want to consider whether the proprietor’s decision on firm account is 
separable from her decision on personal account. To allow the proprietor to 
make the investment decision, let

сю =  mo ~ )*/(£) -  If (4.2)

and

сл№) =  m nM  +  xAS) +  T\f (lh i)  (4.3)

The unconstrained form for the proprietor’s decision problem is now

maximize У ^и , ^m,o -  У~]р(|)х,(|) -  If, »»/i(f)

+  x,($) +  T lfU f,$ )\ № )  (4-4)

Then, in addition to the first order condition for basis stock, or equivalently 
equation (2 .10), we have the condition for an optimal investment level given 
below

- £ D , « , M £ )  +  J ^ D 2ui D ln f i,№) =  0 (4.5)

Using equation (2.11), this condition may be rewritten as

£ > ( ? ) D i r V = l  (4.6)

Since this condition for an optimal investment level does not depend on either 
the risk aversion or probability measures of the proprietor, it follows that a 
Fisher separation result holds here.
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N ote that the risk adjusted net present value o f the investment If is 
Vf — If. The maximum risk adjusted net present value is implicitly defined 
by the condition

X > ( $ ) D i I V - l  =  0  (4-7)

Hence, we see that the proprietor acting in her own interest -, will select the 
investment level that maximizes the risk adjusted net presc vah»e of the 
firm. This is the standard corollary to the Fisher separation сЬюгегл.

It should be noted that although the investment decision will, other things 
being equal, change consumption now, it can be completely compensated for 
by altering the position in financial assets. The investment will also change 
the risk of consumption then, but with complete markets that risk can be 
diversified. This result is particularly important because it generalizes the 
standard Fisher separation result.

Corporation

Stock compensation scheme

N ext, consider the manager of a publicly held and traded corporation. Sup
pose this manager or CEO makes all decisions on behalf of the corporation 
as well as personal decisions, i.e., personal portfolio decisions. Call the deci
sions for the corporation those on corporate account and call the personal 
decisions those on personal account. Following one of the axioms of eco
nomic behavior, we will suppose that the manager makes all decisions in the 
pursuit of self-interest.

Suppose the manager makes the investment decision for the firm now 
and uses a new stock issue to finance the investment. Let SJ denote the value 
o f the new stock issue and let If denote the dollar investment. Suppose the 
firm has issued Nf +  mf shares2 of stock previously and issues nf new shares 
to finance the investment of If dollars. Note that the value of the new issue is

'  V  Щ +  rnf +  n,

- X T " 2 -------- SfNf + ntf +  ttf

2The nif shares will be noted later as those shares issued to the corporate manager as part of
her compensation scheme.
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where Sf is the stock market value, i.e., the value of the new and old issues. 
The current stockholders have a fractional ownership of

1 ------------3-_____ =  (4.9) 
Nf + nif + tif N( +nif + ttf

and so the stock market value of the old shareholders’ position in the firm is
S°r  where

_  Nf +  rtif 
' Nf +  mf +  rif

Now, suppose r):e manager issues enough new shares to just cover the 
investment expv iiditure of If dollars, i.e., SJ =  If. Finally, note that the old 
shareholders of the corporation want the manager to act in their interests,
i.e., select the investment level to maximize S°.

Suppose the manager is partially paid in corporate stock now. Let mf 
denote the number of shares held by the manager now and then}  The cor
poration has Nf +  mf shares outstanding now and issues an additional nf 
shares to finance the new investment. The manager selects a savings level and 
portfolio on personal account and an investment level on corporate account 
to solve the following constrained maximization problem

maximize

(4.11)

:imize J  w,(c/o, сц (£)) </Ф;(£) 

subject to c/o +  J cn {$)dP(%) =  mi0 +  j  w ,i(£)dP(£)

J 3 Nf +  mf +  nf

and .  (  n f (If,S)dP(t;) =  If
Nf + mf + iif J  2

The last expression in (4.11) is the financing constraint. It determines the 
number of shares nf that must be issued now to raise the If dollars. The 
penultimate expression in (4.11) is the budget constraint that was represented 
in previous versions o f the problem but with the addition of the last term 
on the right hand side. That addition to the budget constraint represents part 
of the compensation in the form of the manager’s stake in the equity value of 
the corporation. The investment decision that the manager makes will have

3\Ve could allow the m anager to trade shares of corporate stock now without changing 
the following results as long as the manager has some equity stake in the corporation after 

trading.
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an impact on the random payoff of the corporation and so its value. The 
problem may also be expressed in reduced form by noting that the financing 
constraint implicitly defines a function tif(If). D irect calculation yields

n f { I f ) = s ^ T f (Nf +  mf) (4Л2)
Substituting this function into the budget constraint and simplifying yields 
the constrained maximization problem in the following rcduced form:

maximize

c n W P ft )  =  mi0 +  J^ m nM dP W  (4 .13)

+  K1 ~ —  ) — If)
Nf +  inf

In this form it is clear that the manager makes decisions on corporate account 
to maximize Sf — If. T o  see this, note that the first order conditions for 
the decisions on personal account remain the same as those found in equa
tions (2.4) and (2 .5); the condition for the investment decision on corporate 
account is

щ  f e w  - w) - - о '414'
The optimal investment decision is determined by that which makes the 
marginal stock value equal to the value of the last dollar invested. The deci
sion is separate from the manager’s time preferences and risk aversion. Hence, 
we have a Fisher separation result for the publicly held and traded corpora
tion. It may also be observed that the manager selects the investment level 
to maximize the risk adjusted net present value, or equivalently, the current 
shareholder value since Sf — If =  Sf — S’j  =

Stock option compensation scheme

The compensation of the manager may take a variety of forms. Each should 
yield a separation result with the corresponding corollary that specifies the 
objective function. T o  see this, suppose the manager is partially paid in stock 
options now. Each option gives the manager the right to purchase one share 
of corporate stock then at an exercise price of ef dollars. Suppose the manager 
is paid with mf options now. The corporation has Nf shares outstanding now 
and issues an additional mf shares then if the manager exercises the options. 
Without loss of generality, suppose the firm issues bonds now to cover its

subject to C;o + L
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investment expenditure. The manager selects a consumption plan equiva
lently portfolio on personal account and an investment level on corporate 
account to solve the following constrained maximization problem

maximize L

subject to c,q +  L  cnMdPO;) =  m i о +  £  m nM dP M

mf (П f(lf ,$) (4.15)

and

+  / max 10, x r 
Jz  I ’ Nf +  mf

-f- efmf -  bf) -  eftttf J dP(^)

dP[$) =  If

The last expression in the problem is the financing constraint. It determines 
the promised payment bf on the debt issued now necessary to raise the If 
dollars for the investment. The problem may also be expressed in reduced 
form by noting that the financing constraint implicitly defines a function 
bf{If). Substituting this function into the budget constraint and simplifying 
yields the constrained maximization problem in the following reduced form:

maximize

subject to Cj0 +  J  cn ($)dP{$) =  mi0 -I- J  mj\(£)dP{$) +  Wf (If)
(4.16)

where Wf represents the value of the stock option package, or equivalently, 
the warrant value. The warrant value may be equivalently expressed as 

' *  =  / ,“ f e ( " * i| - w l , - ( l  -  d?
(4.17)

where Ef =  ef mf is the gross exercise value. It becomes clear in (4.16) that the 
manager will make decisions on corporate account to maximize the warrant 
value. Hence, we have another Fisher separation result for the publicly held 
and traded corporation. It should also now be clear that the manager paid in 
stock options does not have the incentive to make decisions that maximize 
current shareholder value.

T o  note the difference in incentives, consider the investment choices made 
by managers paid in stock versus stock options where the latter are not too 
deeply in the money, i.e., there is some positive probability that the options 
will not be in the money when they vest then. The incentives for the cor
porate manager paid in stock options become clear when we compare the



investment decision of managers with different com pensation schemes. Sup
pose, for example, that one corporate manager is paid in stock and another 
is paid in stock options. Suppose they have identical investment frontiers and 
both can finance their choices with safe debt.4 The manager paid in stock 
options selects the investment level to maximize W{I) ane so the first order 
condition is
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W'(r > =  Т Г Т —  Г ( 0 , Щ Г , $ )  -  b') dP(L:; Щ +  mf J y
0 (4.18)

where у is the boundary of the exercise event and lw denotes the investment 
level implicitly defined by (4 .18). The stock market value of the corporation 
that finances with safe debt is

S(I)=  Г(Щ 1,$)-Ь(1))с1РМ  (4 .19)
Jo

and the manager paid in stock selects the investment level to maximize S(/); 
the first order condition is

S'(Is) =  [*{Р\П(1*9%) -  b')dP{%) =  0 (4 .20)
Jo

Now to make a comparison of Iw and Is, suppose the investment frontier 
satisfies the derivative properties DiU > 0 and D 2 iFI so that the Principle 
of Increasing Uncertainty (PIU) holds. Roughly put, this means that the risk 
of the investment increases in the size of the investment.5 Evaluating the first 
order condition (4.20) at lw yields the following

S '< n  =  jT (D ,П (Г,|) -  V) dP{$) +  J " (D i ) -  b’)dP(H)

=  Г ( 0 , П ( Г , * ) - Ь ' ) Л » ( | )  (4 -21)
Jo
0

4This assumption of safe debt is only made for convenience and simplicity. It does make the 
function b(I) implicitly defined by D(b) =  I linear, i.e., b' is a constant equal to one plus the 
safe rate of return.
5See Leland, H. (1 9 7 2 ). “Theory of the Firm Facing Uncertain Dem and.” American Economic 
Review 6 2 : 2 7 8 - 2 9 1 ,  M acM inn, R. D. and A. Holtmann (1 9 8 3 ). “Technological Uncertainty 
and the Theory of the Firm .” Southern Economic Journal 50 : 1 2 0 -1 3 6 . Leland defines the 
principle of increasing uncertainty using the derivative properties noted here and M acM inn  
shows that after correcting for the change in the mean of the payoff distribution, the increase in 
risk can be interpreted as a Rothschild-Stiglitz increase in risk or equivalently a mean preserving 
spread of the payoff distribution, i.e., see Rothschild, M . and J. E. Stiglitz (1 9 7 0 ). “ Increasing 
Risk: I. A Definition.” Journal o f  Economic Theory 2 : 2 2 5 -2 4 3 .
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The second equality in (4.21) follows by (4.18) and the inequality follows 
by the PIU. Equivalently, the inequality follows because £>[П is monotone 
increasing and D\ П -  b' negative for some state £ > у makes the integral 
on the right hand side of the second equality negative. Hence, the manager 
paid in stock options selects a greater investment level, i.e., Iw > Is. The 
manager paid in stock options takes on more risk than the manager paid in 
stock.

Remarks

Each rtvijlr here shows that the basic intuition of the certainty version of the 
Fisher model continues to hold in this setting. The proprietor example is the 
simplest extension of the Fisher result but the corporate manager examples 
are more relevant. As long as the manager can diversify her portfolio on 
personal account, the motivation for decisions on corporate account will 
be driven by the most basic axiom in economics, i.e., more is preferred to 
less. It should be noted that if the manager is paid with stock, then there is 
an alignment of interests with current shareholders and, what is more, the 
maximization of current shareholder value is equivalent to the net present 
value rule for investment choices. If the manager is paid with stock options, 
then there is no general alignment of interests with shareholders. During the 
last two decades of the 20th century, the seemingly unassailable argument 
for stock options was that the options would only be in the money if the 
share price increased and so the connection between options and incentives 
was supposed to be obvious. That flawed logic, of course, ignored the risk 
taking incentives and the consequent impact on value. The more important 
observation here, however, is the general observation that the corollary to 
each Fisher separation result yields a corporate objective function. Hence, 
the objective function is endogenous.

Suggested Problems

1. Suppose the manager’s compensation is a known salary now and then plus 
a bonus. Consider a few ways to construct a bonus scheme and derive the 
manager’s objective function for each.

2. Suppose the firm is producing a good or service and the manager must 
make a production decision q. Let П(<у,£) be the corporate payoff given 
the production decision q. Suppose the manager is paid in stock. If the firm 
is levered from a previous debt issue and b is the promised payment on
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that debt, then derive the condition for an optimal production decision. 
Com pare the optimal production decision for the case in which the risk 
of insolvency is zero versus that in which it is positive.

3. Claim : The manager paid with stock options has an incentive to takeover 
a target firm even if the net present value is non-positive. Prove it or 
provide a counter example.
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Chat) ter

More Values

I n this chapter vve want to value debt and equity using options and consider 
how to value bond-warrant packages and convertible bond packages. The 

subscript f  for the corporation will be understood but not included here for 
simplicity. The corporate value is the value of the firm’s debt plus equity and 
will be denoted by V hereafter.

Call Options

A call option on an asset gives its holder the right to purchase one share 
of the asset at the end of the period at an established exercise price. If the 
call is written on the stock of corporation f  then the payoff on the call is 
m ax{0, (П /N) — e). We have shown that the price of the call option is с 
where

where £  =  eN. Next, recall that we have shown that the stock market value 
of a levered corporation is S{b) where

(5.1)

If the corporation issues N  call options then С =  cN is the market value of 
its options. Therefore we have

(5.2)

(5.3)

37
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Therefore the stock market value o f the levered corporation may be inter
preted as the market value of a call option on the firm where b is the exercise 
value. Also recall that the value of the corporation’s debt issue is

D(b) =  J  min{n(|), b) dP (5.4)

Since m in{n , b) =  П — max{0, П — 6}, it follows that the c -.: porare debt value 
may also be expressed as the value of the corporation ir.uvus t :ie value of a 
call option on the corporation, i.e.,

D(b) =  J  [П -  max{0, П -  b}] dP 

=  J  П dP — J  max{0, П — b) dP
(5.5)

=  V - C

Hence, it is possible to express the value of the levered corporation in terms 
of a call option. The bondholders purchase the asset, i.e., firm, and sell a call 
option on the asset to stockholders.

Put Options

It is also possible to express the corporate debt and equity issues in terms of 
puts. A put option on an asset gives its holder the right to sell the asset at the 
end of the period at an established exercise price. If the put is written on the 
stock of the corporation, then the payoff on the put is m ax{0 ,e  -  (П /N)}. 
Then the market value of the put option is p where

*  f InP =  / max j 0 ,e  —

Note that if N  puts are issued then the value of the put issue is

P =  pN =  j  max{0, E — П) dP (5 .7 )

where now E is the price at which the stock issue of the firm is sold, i.e., its 
exercise value.

If we interpret the debt payment b as the exercise value, then we may 
observe that the stock market value of the levered corporation is the risk 
adjusted value of the firm’s earnings net of bond payments plus the value o f

dP (5 .6)
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a put option on the firm. To see this, note that m ax{0, Г1 — b} =  T\ — b +  
m ax{0, b — П }. It follows that

S(b) =  j j n ( l - ) - b ) d P  +  J m a x {0 ,b - n ( t ; ) ) d P  

=  V - B ( b )  +  P
(5.8)

where B{b) is the value of a safe debt issue. The stock market value of the 
levered firm is th;- value of the firm minus the risk adjusted present value of 
the exer. prior plus the value of the put. Equivalently, the stock market 
value oi -he le\r<-red firm is its corporate value minus the value of a safe 
debt issue plus value of the put. It is apparent that the put value may be 
interpreted as the* value of the shareholders’ limited liability. Similarly, since 
m in {n ,^ j = b — m ax{0, b — П}, the corporate debt value is

D(b) =  J^bdP -  J  max(Q,b -  n(£))dP  

=  B(b) -  P

Hence the debt value is the risk adjusted present value of the exercise price 
minus the value o f the put. Equivalently, it is the value of safe debt minus 
the value of the put.

Bonds with Attached Warrants

Next, consider the value of a bond-warrant package. Suppose each bond is 
issued with a warrant which gives its owner the right to purchase у (N + n)/b 
shares of stock at an exercise price of e per share of common stock. N  is the 
number of shares now, while n is the number of new shares which must be 
issued then if the warrants are exercised. The fraction у is simply n/{N  +  n). 
N ote that a warrant is simply a call option. The payoff on a warrant is

L  N + n / П - Ь + Е  \1 
m ax{ 0 ’ 1' — (  N  +  я " e)\  (5Л 0)

and so the payoff on the entire warrant issue is

b max jo,?/ — *  -  ( П ^ ~~ } =  max{ ° ’ >/ (П — b +  Ё) — E]
(5-11)

where we define E as the exercise value of the warrant issue, i.e., E =  
ey(N  +  n) =  en. Then it follows easily that the market value of the warrant
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Figure 5.1 Warrant value.

issue is

W (b ,e ,y ) =  J  т а х {0 ,у (П  -  b) -  £ }  dP (5 .12)

Note that the warrant is only exercised in the event that the firm is sol
vent. It follows that the bond-warrant holders have a payoff of m in {n , b) +  
m ax{0, у(П — b) — £ } .  Letting D (6 ,e ,y )  denote the market value of the bond- 
warrant package, note that

D(b,e,y) =  m in{n(|), b) dP +  J  max{0, у (П (£) -  b) -  E) dP 

=  D(b) +  W(b,e,y)
13)

as shown in Figure 5 .2 . Observe that (5 .13) yields the result that the market 
value of the package is equivalent to the value of a simple debt contract plus 
the value of the warrant. The stockholders in this corporation have a payoff 
m ax{0, П — b) — m ax{0, уП — b) — £ } . Hence, letting S{b,e,y)  denote the 
stock market value of the firm with the bond-warrant package, we obtain

S(b,e,y) =  J  max{0, П — b)dP — J  m ax{0,у(П — /?) — £ }  dP ^  

=  S ( « - W ( f c ,e ,y )

Hence, the stock market value of the firm with a bond-warrant package is 
equivalent to the stock market value of the firm with the simple debt contract 
minus the value of the warrant as shown in Figure 5.2. The 1958 M odigliani- 
Miller Theorem provided irrelevance result for corporate capital structure 
that says that the value of the levered firm equals that of the unlevered. 
Letting b and n denote the size of the debt and equity issues, respectively, 
the theorem says that V(fr, 0) =  V (0 ,« ) as will be demonstrated in the next 
chapter. It may be noted that a generalization of the 1958 M odigliani-M iller 
Theorem follows here, since V (6 ,e ,y ,0 )  =  V{b, 0) =  V (0 ,« ).
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+ b

Figure 5.2 Stock value with a warrant issue.

Convertible Bonds

N ext, consider convertible bonds. The convertible bond is a bond that 
includes a call option. It is similar to a bond with an attached warrant. 
The most obvious difference between the two is that the convertible bond 
owner surrenders the bond in order to exercise the option, while the bond- 
w arrant owner surrenders cash in order to exercise the option. There are 
other differences including the fact that most warrants are detachable, while 
the option in the bond-call option package cannot be detached, and the fact 
that warrants, unlike many convertibles, cannot be called.

The feature of convertible bonds that makes them operational is the con
version ratio. Suppose that the bondholders acquire a fraction of the firm’s 
equity upon conversion and let the conversion ratio be в =  y{N  +  n)/b , 
where у e (0 ,1 ) and as before n is the number of shares that must be issued 
then if bondholders convert to stock. The payoff on a convertible bond is

maXi0NT̂ ’min(1’?)|=maXj,/?’min(1,?|| <5Л5)
and the payoff on the convertible bond issue is

i f Пb max j y-g

Now, observe that the payoff may be equivalently expressed as

т а х {у П ,т т (П ,г> ))  =  min(n,£>} +  та х {0 ,у П  -  min(n,&)} 
=  m in{n, b) +  max{0, у П -  b)
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П

шах{П , b} + max {0, у П -b]

Figure 5.3 Call option value.

Therefore, letting D(fr, y) denote the value of the convertible debt issue, it 
follows that

D(b,y) =  m in{n(|), fc) dP +  max(0, уП(|) — b) dP ^

= D(b) + C(b,y)

Hence, the value of convertible debt is simply the value of straight debt plus 
the value of a call option. Since the bonds are converted if and only if the 
firm is solvent, we may note that the payoff to stockholders is

min{max{0, П — b}, (1 -  у)П ) =  max{0, П — b)
— max{0, П — b — — у )П)

=  max{0, П — b) — max{0, уП — b) (5 .19 )

Therefore, letting S{b,y) denote the stock market value of the firm with 
convertible debt, we obtain

S(b, y) =  S(b) -  C(b, y) (5 .20 )

Again, it may be noted that the 1958 M odigliani-M iller irrelevance result 
holds, i.e., V (6, y ,0 )  =  V (6 ,0) =  V (0 ,« ). In fact the irrelevance result fol
lows by noting that the market values of the financial instruments are simply 
the risk adjusted present values of the areas shown in Figure 5.3.

Suggested Problems

1. Consider a bond-warrant package. Specify the payoff on the bond- 
warrant and derive the value.
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2. Suppose the corporation faces a random property loss of L dollars where 
L : S  —» R and that the corporation may purchase insurance now for a 
premium of p,{d) given a deductible of d dollars, i.e., the insurance con
tract pays zero up to the deductible and then the loss minus the deductible 
for all larger losses. Provide an expression for the value of the insurance 
premium.



Corporate Finance 
Theorems

O nce the publicly held and traded corporation determines operating and 
investment strategies, the firm may make a number of financial deci

sions that have an impact on the value of its financial claim s.1 If the cor
poration raises funds for its investments externally, then it makes a capital 
structure decision that affects the value of its debt and equity. If the firm raises 
funds for its investments internally, then it makes a dividend policy decision. 
The dividend decision is not independent of the capital structure decision; a 
particular dividend decision may require a capital structure decision if not 
all the funds for investment can be raised internally. Here, we consider some 
of the classic theorems in corporate finance that answer the question of how 
these decisions affect the value of the corporation. In the absence of conflict 
of interest problems, the theorems show that in a competitive financial m ar
ket system, the net present value of the alternative financing schemes is zero 
and so the composition of the corporation’s contract set is irrelevant.

Classic Theorems

1958  M odigliani-M iller Theorem: If the financial markets are competitive, 
ceteris paribus, the value of the levered firm equals that of the unlevered firm.

]The operating, investment and financing decisions are not typically independent. The depen
dence of these decisions is a topic considered in the next chapter. The classic theorems take  
operating and investment decisions as given.
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The ceteris paribus is added here because it is implicit in the original
work; no operating or investment decisions are made in conjunction with the 
capital structure decision. Once the corporation has decided to raise funds 
externally, it may alter the amount it raises in the bond market versus the 
stock market. The 1958 iModigliani-Miller Theorem shows that, although 
an alteration in the size of the debt issue changes the value of the debt versus 
the equity, it does not change the total market value of the corporation. 
Modigliani and Miller considered the case in which the debt issue is safe,
i.e., П(/,£) > b for all £ e  S ,  or equivalently Р[П =  b) =  l . 2 Let {b, n) 
denote the financing pair where b is the promised payment then on a zero 
coupon bond issue <*md n is the number of new shares issued now. Let V(b, n) 
represent the value of the corporation given its financing decision [b, n). The 
firm is incorporated and so has shares outstanding but will be assumed to be 
unlevered prior to this financing decision. Consider two cases. Let the first be 
that in which the firm raises the requisite funds for investment with just a debt 
issue. In this case, the value of the levered firm is V[b, 0) =  D[b) +  5 (6 ,0 ) . 
Let the second case be that in which the firm raises the necessary funds 
for investment with just a new stock issue; in this case, the unlevered firm is 
V (0, n) =  S{0, n). Observe that the unlevered corporate or equivalently stock 
value is

where as previously 5" and S° represent new and old shareholder value, 
respectively. Now observe that the levered value is

V (0, n) =  S"(0 , n) +  5°(0, n)

(6.1)
=  5(0,i*)

V ( M ) s D ( 6 ) + S ( M )

(6.2)

=  V(0,n)

2The subscript f  for the corporation is to be understood here but is not included for simplicity.
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H ence, the 1958  Theorem  follows rather easily and, o f course, says that the 
value of the corporation is independent o f its capital structure.

A result on the weighted cost o f capital is often stated as a corollary. The 
weighted cost o f capital is defined as follows:

Rw =  +  у Rj  (6-3)

where Rs is the random rate of return on equity and Ilj is the random rate 
of return on debt. Recall that the rates of return are

Rs =  max{0’ n  - b] -  1, (6.4)
О LJ

Given safe debt,3 it follows that the weighted cost o f capital is

- К ^ И Ф -  

- S - *
Observe that this weighted cost is independent of the corporation’s capital 
structure.

O f course, it has also been observed by some authors that the result need 
not be restricted to the case in which debt is safe, e.g., Stiglitz (1969) and 
Baron (1976). When the corporate debt issue is risky the bond payoff is 
m in {n ,b ) while the equity payoff is m ax{0, П — b}. Then

(6.5)

V(b ,0 )  =  m in{n(/ ,f ),{>) dP +  J m a M 0 ,n ( I ,$ ) - b ) d P

=  J ^ n { U ) d P

=  V (0 ,« )

(6 .6 )

This is a slight generalization of the 1958 M odigliani-M iller Theorem ; it 
simply allows for the possibility that the firm becomes insolvent then.

Although the 1958 Modigliani-M iller Theorem was designed to show 
that the corporation’s capital structure decisions are not value increasing or 
decreasing, it has become apparent that the theorem is far more general. 
If, following Alchian and Demsetz (1972), we view the firm as a nexus of

3This cost of capital result obviously holds for risky debt too.
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contracts then the question of an optimal composition of contracts naturally 
arises. The 1958 Theorem limits the contract set to debt and equity and says 
that the composition of the contract set is irrelevant. The theorem, however, 
generalizes quite easily to more complex contract sets and still provides an 
irrelevance result t h a t  says that the composition of the contract set is irrele
vant. For e x a m p le ,  consider a futures contract. Let Ф denote unit payoff on 
the stock in d e x  плг! le t  f  denote the futures price. The payoff on the futures 
position ;; 'p\f -  where ф is the number of futures purchased. The cor
porate p a y o f f  is -4- (f>(f — Ф ) and the value of the hedged firm is equal to 
the value c* - lie  ix ^ e d g e d  firm, i.e.,

5 ( О , И , 0 )  =  fjU (I,l ;)  + <t>[f-<t>))dP

=  5(0 , и, 0) +  0  ^  (/■ -  Ф) rfP (6 '7)

=  S (0 ,» ,0 )

This follows because the risk adjusted present value o f the futures price equals 
the risk adjusted present value of the unit payoff. This line of analysis will 
be pursued in the risk management chapter.

1961 M iller-M odigliani Theorem: If the financial markets are compet
itive, ceteris paribus, the value of the corporation paying dividends equals 
that of the corporation paying no dividends.

Holding the corporate investment decision fixed, the dividend policy 
question may be understood as the question of whether the corporation 
should raise funds internally or externally. Equivalently, dividend policy may 
be understood as the question of whether investors would prefer the corpo
ration to keep its earnings and invest them or pay them out now as divi
dends. In a competitive market system with no taxes, we show that the 1958 
M odigliani-M iller result on the irrelevance of the firm’s capital structure 
may be combined with the 1961 M iller-M odigliani result on the irrelevance 
o f dividend policy, to show that the source and type of funds used to finance 
an investment project have no effect on the value of the corporation.4

Consider introducing a dividend now. Let d denote the total number o f 
dollars in dividends paid by the firm now to holders of record in proportion 
to their ownership of the firm. Since we want to consider pre-dividend val
ues, suppose that the sequence of events is as follows: Firms announce their 
dividend policies and trading occurs in the bond and stock markets; then

4Source refers со external versus internal funds while type refers to the characteristics of the 
issue, e.g., debt or equity.
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dividends are paid and consumption now takes place. The financing and div
idend decisions may be represented by the triple {b, n, d), where b represents 
the face value o f a debt issue, n represents the number o f new shares issued, 
and d represents the dividend paid now. Let S(b,0,d)  denote the stock mar
ket value of the firm now, given that the firm pays a dividend and issues 
debt to finance its investment. Similarly, let S ( 0 ,0 ,0 )  denote the stock mar
ket value of the firm which pays no dividend and finances its investment with 
retained earnings.5 Finally, let S{0,n,d) denote the stock market value of the 
firm that pays a dividend and finances its investment by issuing new equity. 
Then it follows trivially that S[b,0,d) — S ( 0 ,0 ,0 )  =  5(0 , n,d) — d, as the 
following analysis shows.

Now, consider the dividend decision. Let the pair (тг, ГШ ,£)) denote the 
firm’s earnings now and then, respectively. Suppose the firm’s investment 
decision is fixed so that its earnings then are not affected by dividend policy. 
Further, suppose that n is sufficient to cover the firm’s investment expendi
ture now if it is retained, i.e., letting I denote the fixed investment expenditure 
now, we suppose тс — I =  0. If earnings now are not retained then the firm 
must issue equity or debt to cover its fixed investment expenditure. If the 
firm selects a dividend now of d > 0 and issues debt to finance its investment 
then the stock value is

S°(b,0,d) = d + J [ n ( l , l ) - b ] d P

=  J  Yl(I,t;)dP ( 6 ' 8 )

=  S° (0 ,0 ,0 )

This result follows since the value of the debt issue equals the value o f the 
dividend payment, i.e.,

D(b) = J b d P  = I =  л = d  (6.9)

This result says that the stock value of the firm paying a dividend and raising 
the dollars needed for investment with a debt issue is the same as the stock 
value of the firm paying no dividend and raising all the dollars internally. 
Note that the stock market values here refer to both the total stock value

5 In this section of the paper, we will assume that the firm has earnings now  denoted by rtfQ. O f  
course, there is no uncertainty about the firm’s current earnings. Since the firm pays dividends 
out of current earnings, this will allow us to specify a dividend now for the investors, in tw o of  
the three financing methods considered here.
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and current shareholder value because there are no new equity holders; in 
the next case the distinction becomes important. Suppose the firm pays a 
dividend and issues new equity to finance the investment. Then the current 
shareholder value is

5°(0 , n, d) =  5(0 , n, d) -  Sn(0, n, d)

=  d +  £ n ( I , $ ) d P - I  (6.10)

=  S°(0,0 ,0 )

This result follows мпсе the value of the new equity issue equals the value of 
the dividend payment, i.e.,

S"(0,n,d) =  I =  тг =  d (6 . 11)

This result says that the current shareholder value of the firm paying a div
idend and raising the dollars needed for investment with a new equity issue 
is the same as the stock value of the firm paying no dividend and raising 
all the dollars internally. Equations (6.8) and (6.10) suffice to demonstrate 
the 1961 M iller-M odigliani Theorem on the irrelevance of dividend policy. 
It may also be noted that the 1958 M odigliani-M iller Theorem follows as 
a corollary. Observe that the corporate value given the financing triple is 
V (6 ,/*,</); then

V(b,0,d) = D(b) + S(b,0yd)

=  d +  f П (/ ,$М Р
A  (6.12)

=  S(0,n,d)
=  V(0,n,d)

Note that (6.12) holds dividend policy fixed and shows that the value of the 
levered firm equals that of the unlevered firm.

1963 M odigliani-M iller Theorem: If the financial markets are competi
tive and corporations are taxed, ceteris paribus, the value of the levered firm 
equals that of the unlevered firm plus the value of the debt tax shield.

In this extension of the 1958 capital structure result, Modigliani and 
M iller consider an economy in which individual investors are not taxed but 
corporations are taxed at a rate t. Since interest payments on the firm’s debt 
issue are deductible, the corporation can limit its tax payment to the Govern
ment by increasing the size of its debt issue and so reducing the corporation’s 
taxable income. This motivates the 1963 M odigliani-M iller result which says 
that the value of the levered corporation equals the value o f the unlevered
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corporation plus the value of the corporate debt tax shelter. O f course, in its 
strictest form this result implicitly assumes that any redundant deductions 
can be preserved without cost through merger, leasing, or other financial 
transactions. Since the interest payments on debt are tax deductible we intro
duce coupon bearing bonds here and let r denote the coupon rate. Then the 
corporation’s taxable income is П — rb where b is now the face value of the 
debt instrument. Letting T  denote the corporation’s tax liability, we have

For the unlevered firm, the right hand side of (6 .14) reduces to tV. The return 
to bondholders is

Given no insolvency risk the returns to bondholders and shareholders are 
(1  -I- r)b and

respectively. Suppose the bond was issued at par so that f~ dP =  then 
given no insolvency risk the value of the debt issue is

T  =  t max{0, П — rb)

The value of the tax liability in the absence o f insolvency ~'sk is

(6 .13)

t max{0, П -  rb) dP )dl‘
(6 .14)

min{(l +  r)b, П -  T } (6 .15)

while the return to shareholders is

max{0, П -  m in{(l +  r)b, П -  T } -  T) (6 .16)

П -  (1 + r ) b -  t(П -  rb) =  (1 -  t)П -  (1 +  r( 1 -  t))b (6 .17)

(6 .18)
=  b

and the levered value of the equity is Se where

(6 .19)

6The left hand side is the sum of the basis stock prices and is always equal the discount factor  
for a safe asset that is shown on the right hand side; the only difference here is that the interest 
rate on the right hand side is also the coupon rate.
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Hence, letting Vе and Vй denote the levered and unlevered corporate values, 
respectively, the levered corporate value is

Vе =  D +  SC

=  j ( \ + r ) b d P  +  J ( ( l - t ) U - ( l  +  r ( l- t ) )b )d P

=  [  (d  - m  +  trb)dpji

=  V " +  ttb I dP
J s

ro
~  V "  H - ---------

i +  r

(6 .20 )

=  V" +  С

Figure 6.1 is a simple demonstration of the 1963 Theorem. It says that the 
value of the levered corporation is the risk adjusted present value of the after 
tax cash flow or equivalently the value of the unlevered corporation plus 
the present value of the debt tax shelter. The corporation can increase value 
by levering up but as Figure 6.1 demonstrates, the corporation risks loosing 
tax credits if the leverage increases to a point at which the debt introduces 
insolvency risk. The areas labeled T  and С in Figure 6.1 represent the value 
of the corporate tax liability and debt tax shelter, respectively. The figure 
also makes it quite clear that the increase in corporate value is achieved by 
reducing the value of the tax liability. Hence, there is no change in value. 
There is only a redistribution of value.

Figure 6.1 :: The 1 9 6 3  Miller-Modigliani Theorem.
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19 7 7  M iller Theorem : If the financial markets are competitive and both 
corporations and investors are taxed, the equilibrium value of the levered 
firm equals that of the unlevered firm.

M iller argued that, in an econom y with investors in different personal 
tax brackets and with limitations on short selling, corporations will attempt 
to increase value by issuing bonds but the bond rate o f interest will be driven 
up to the point at which the net present value of the tax shelter is zero. 
Equivalently, he argued that, in such an econom y, the value of the levered 
firm will equal the value of the unlevered firm. M iller demonstrated the result 
under certainty. Also see DeAngelo and M asulis (1980) and M acM inn and 
M artin (1988) for discussion.

1980  DeAngelo-M asulis Theorem : If the financial markets are compet
itive but corporations cannot protect tax credits and shields without cost, 
the equilibrium value of the levered firm equals that of the unlevered firm 
plus the values of the tax shields and credits; in some market equilibria the 
levered value plus the shields and credits exceeds the unlevered value.

DeAngelo and Masulis demonstrated M iller’s result under uncertainty in 
a complete market model and then went on to show that, by modifying the 
tax treatment of corporations, an optimal capital structure can be determined 
for the firm. DeAngelo and Masulis, however, assumed that the total debt 
payment could be deducted from corporate earnings in determining taxable 
income.

Remarks

There are a few more classic theorems in corporate finance that are considered 
in subsequent chapters. The risk-shifting or equivalently asset substitution 
problem will be considered in Chapter 7 while the pecking order theorem 
will be considered in Chapter 8.

Suggested Problems

1. Suppose the levered firm does have some insolvency risk so that the returns 
to bondholders and stockholders are as given in (6.15) and (6 .16), respec
tively. Does a generalized version of the 1963 Theorem hold? Specify the 
levered corporate value and discuss it.

2. Suppose investors have tax rates f,- on the interest from corporate bonds 
they may hold and that some investors have tax rates higher and lower 
than the corporate tax rate. Derive the supply and demand for bond funds. 
Use these functions to demonstrate the Miller 1977 Theorem.



Agency Problems

I n this chapter, two of the classic agency problems are considered. The first 
is the risk-shifting or equivalently the asset substitution problem. It incor

porates the simplest type of asymmetric information problem in the form 
of a hidden action taken by corporate management. The firm issues bonds 
to finance its investment in either one of two mutually exclusive projects. 
One of the projects is riskier than the other and the investors do not know 
which project the firm will select. Hence, there is a hidden action. The riskier 
project yields a smaller bondholder return. The investors must be able to 
predict which project the firm will select in order to value the bonds and 
they are aware of the firm’s ability to shift risk to bondholders if the bonds 
are not appropriately valued. Given these circumstances there can be a con
flict between stockholders and bondholders with respect to project selection. 
Green (1984) considered a version of this problem and showed how convert
ible bonds could be used to solve the problem as will be done here.

The second agency problem is the under-investment problem. The classic 
statement of the problem is that the firm is currently levered and is consid
ering financing for another project. Although the new financing is appropri
ately valued in financial markets, the benefits of the new project are shared 
by both current stockholders and bondholders. Again, under these circum
stances there can be a conflict between stockholders and bondholders with 
respect to the level of investment.

The Risk-Shifting Problem

Consider a corporation selecting between two mutually exclusive investment 
projects and financing the chosen project with debt. Both projects require

53
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the same investment expenditure and one is riskier than the other in the 
Rothschild-Stiglitz (1970) sense, i.e., one project has more weight in the 
tails of its return distribution. Since the investment is made subsequent to 
obtaining the necessary funds, bondholders do not observe the project choice. 
Under these circumstances a risk shifting problem may exist, since the cor
porate manager has the ability to devalue a corporate debt issue by selecting 
the riskier project.

Consider the use of convertibles in resolving а conflict: o f interest problem. 
Corporate management can, for example, encounter а о ч  flier of interests’ 
problem in dealing with bondholders. Since the corpora's-:, \rmagcr represents 
the interests of stockholders and bondholders, there is a p . - cnti^  tor conflict 
between the manager and bondholders, or equivalently, between the manager 
and the bondholders’ trustee. This will be the case if it is possible for the 
manager to take actions that benefit one group and are detrimental to the 
other. If the bonds represent secured debt then there is no conflict. If not, 
then an agency problem may exist.

The agency relationship can be thought of as a contract between the 
principal (i.e., the bondholders’ trustee)1 and an agent (i.e., the corporate 
manager). The agent acts on behalf of the principal. The contract specifies 
the bounds on the actions that may be taken by the agent. If the contract 
covers all possible contingencies then there is no real delegation of authority 
and so no agency problem. If the contract is incomplete so that the agent has 
some discretion in the selection of actions then there is at least the potential 
for a conflict of interests. The conflict occurs because both the principal and 
the agent behave in accordance with their own self interests. The principal 
can limit the divergence of interests by providing provisions in the contract 
that give the agent the appropriate incentives to act in the principal’s interest; 
in addition, the principal can monitor the activity of the agent. It is not usually 
possible, however, to specify the contract in a way that completely eliminates 
the conflict of interests’ problem. Hence, it may be the case that there is a 
difference between the action taken by the agent and the action that is in

^ h e  legal trustee for the bondholders may be treated as the single principal. It should be added 
that the trustee acts on behalf of the bondholders. The trustee’s problem is the selection of  
bond covenants that limit the divergence of interests between corporate management and the 
bondholders. In general, the trustee may have a problem in selecting covenants that provide a 
solution to the conflict because of the different risk aversion measures of the bondholders. In 
the case considered here, however, the bondholders will unanimously support a covenant th at 
provides management with the incentive to maximize the risk adjusted net present value of the 
corporation. It should also be noted that in general there may be an agency problem between 
the trustee and bondholders (i.e., between the agent and the principals). In the case considered  
here that problem does not arise because of the unanimity.
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the best interests o f the principal. The agency cost is defined, by Jensen and 
Meckhng (1976), as the sum of the monitoring expenditures of the principal 
the bonding expenditures o f the agent, and the residual loss; this residual loss 
is the loss in rhe marker value of the corporation .2

The agency problem we consider here is encountered by the corporation 
in selecting among mutually exclusive investment projects. Jensen and Smith 
noted that

“ . . .  the valne o f :he stockholders’ equity rises and the value of the
bondholder/ cb.::n is reduced when the firm substitutes high-risk
for low-ri;;k projects.”3

O f course, bondholders are aware of this possibility, i.e., this attempt to 
shift risk, and so it is reflected in a lower value for the corporation’s debt issue. 
We want to show that it is possible to construct a convertible bond package 
that will reduce or eliminate the risk-shifting incentive and so the agency cost 
of debt. The first step in this process, however, is the demonstration of the 
agency problem and its cost.

The existence issue

In order to demonstrate the agency problem, suppose the corporation is con
sidering two mutually exclusive investment projects. Call them projects one 
and two. Let I\ =  =  I denote the dollar cost of the two projects and let 
П1 and ГЪ denote the random project earnings.4 Suppose project earnings 
are positive for all states. Suppose project two is riskier than project one, 
in the Rothschild-Stiglitz sense. In particular, let ГЬ be a mean-preserving 
spread of П 1, as shown in Figure 7.1, i.e., П2 =  (1 +  <$)П| — <$£Пь

2Jensen, M . and W . Meckling (1 9 7 6 ). “Theory of rhe Firm: Managerial Behavior Agency Costs 
and Ownership Structure.” Journal o f  Financial Economics 3 : 3 0 5 -3 6 0 , also define the residual 
loss as the dollar equivalent of the loss in expected utility experienced by the principal. Although 
this notion of residual loss is measurable for a particular principal, this definition poses problems 
when a trustee represents many principals because the residual loss of any bondholder will 
depend on the bondholder’s measure of risk aversion and on the proportion of the contract 
owned.
3See Jensen, M . and C. Smith (1985). “Stockholder, Manager, and Creditor Interests: 
Applications of Agency Theory.” Recent Advances in Corporate Finance. E. Airman and 
M . Subrahmanyam, eds. Richard D. Irwin. Also see Green, R.C. (1984). “Investment Incen
tives, Debt, and W arrants.” Journal o f  Financial Economics 13: 1 1 5 -1 3 6  and Smith, C. and 
J . W arner (1 9 7 9 ). “On Financial Contracting: An Analysis of Bond Covenants.” Journal o f  
Financial Economics 7 : 1 1 7 -1 6 1 , for similar statements.
4 For notational simplicity, we drop the subscript indicating the corporation and replace it with 
a subscript indicating the project.
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Figure 7.1 к Project risk.

Figure 7.2 «a Debt devaluation.

8 > 0 .5 Then fx2 =  EU2 =  £П  i =  and П2 has more weight in the 
tails of its distribution, as may be seen in Figure 7.1.

In this context, consider the statement by Jensen and Smith. Suppose 
bondholders believe that the firm will select project one and value the bond 
issue accordingly. This means, of course, that the promised payment b on 
the debt is selected so that the value of the debt issue raises the amount 
necessary for the investment of I dollars, i.e., D\{b) =  I. N ext, suppose the 
firm switches to project two and note that D2(b) < D\[b), or equivalently, 
investors would not have provided the funds necessary for the investment 
had they known that project two would be selected. If the firm switches then 
the value of the bondholders’ claim is reduced by the amount D\ — D2, as 
shown in Figure 7.2.

5The state space is still assumed to be finite but it is easier to see the mean-preserving spread 
when П is drawn as a continuous function of w.
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Hence, there are circumstances under which it is not rational for the 
bondholders to believe any claim made by the firm that project one will 
be selected. Rational bondholders will protect their interests by considering 
what project will be selected by a management that acts in the best interests 
of its shareholders.

The first claim we want to make is that there exists a promised payment 
level b* such that S?_{b) > S\(b) for b > b* and S2(b) < Si(b) for b < b*. 
This may be done simply by showing that in the unlevered case 5 j (0) =  V\ > 
^2 =  Si{0) and in the sufficiently highly levered case Si(b) > Si (6). Then the 
Intermediate Value Theorem yields the existence of ab*.

Following the outlined procedure, first, we want to show that if the cor
poration is unlevered and if project two is riskier than project one, then 
S](0) =  V| > Vi =  52(0). Note that the difference in value is

V, -  V2 =  ^  n , G ) d P - J  n 2^)dP

= £ ( П , ( £ ) - П 2(*))Л>

,  (7.1)
= s i jiM-Thmdp

=  S ( P H - V , )
> 0

where p is the sum of the basis stock prices. The inequality follows since 
plj,\ >  V i, i.e., the present value of a safe asset with the same expected 
payoff as the project is greater than the risk adjusted present value of the 
project.6

Second, we want to show that in the highly levered case the stock market 
value o f the riskier project is greater. To do this, simply note that for b 
sufficiently large max{0, П2 — b) > max{0, П1 — b) for all £ e  2  and strictly 
greater for some £, as shown in Figure 7.3. It follows trivially that

S2(b) =  j  ̂ max{0, n 2(?) -  fe) dP

> j  m a x {0 ,r ii(f)  — b\dP (7.2)

=  St(b)
Then continuity completes the proof and we have the existence o f a promised 
payment level b* such that Sz{b) > S\(b) for b > b* and So{b) < S\{b) for

6See M acM inn, R.D . (1987). “Lecture Notes on the Risk-Shifting Problem” fo ra  demonstration  
o f  this result.
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/т а х {0 ,П 2 -  b} 

+ max^O,^ -  b}

П

Figure 7.3 Levered stock payoffs.

b < b*. Therefore, in the absence of any mechanism to avoid the agency 
problem, the corporation with a promised payment b > b* has an incentive 
to accept the riskier project.

The agency cost

In its simplest form the agency cost of debt is

when the agency problem exists. Actually, claiming that the corporation has 
an incentive to accept the riskier project is deceptive. Suppose the corporation 
must make a promised repayment of b\ dollars in order to finance project 
one, i.e., D\[b\) =  I, given that bondholders believe that project one will be 
selected. However, if b\ > b* then the corporate management has a moral 
hazard problem sinceSi{b]) > S\{b\). Rational bondholders understand this 
conflict of interest problem and will value the bond issue as if project two 
will be selected. Since D2[b\) < I, it follows that the promised repayment 
must be increased to bi > b\ so that Diibi) =  L The equity is appropriately 
priced as Si(bi) but the agency cost is not directly reflected in this expression. 
It is possible to rewrite the stock market value Siibi) to reflect the agency 
cost. T o  do this, note that the promised payment bi must be selected so that

(7.3)

S2(bl) - S 2(b2) =  D 1(b]) - D 2(bl )7 (7 .4 )

7This is equivalent to Si(b\) =  Sz{bi) 4 - D\(b\) -  Di[b  1 ) which simply says that if the bond
holders believe that the firm will select project one and the firm selects project tw o, then the 
stock m arket value of project tw o is its true value plus the devaluation of the bond issue.
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Figure 7.4 Differs tce in promised payment.

These differences in value are shown in Figure 7.4 . Note that S2{b2) may be 
equivalently expressed as

s2(b2) =  S2{b\) -  (Difo) -  D2(b\)) (7.5)

Also note that

v , -  V2 =  DAb , ) -  D 2(fc.) +  Si(bi) -  S2( M s (7.6)

or equivalently,

S2{bi) =  S i(6 ,) +  ( D M  -  D2{b\)) -  (Vi -  V2) (7.7)

Then substituting (7.5) into (7.7) and simplifying yields

52( W  =  5 1( 6 I) - ( V i - V 2) (7.8)

Hence, the stock market value of project two equals that of project one 
minus the agency cost of the bond issue. Observe that S2(62) < 5 i(^ i)- This 
makes it clear that it would be in the best interests of management to con
vince bondholders that project one will be selected. Because o f the moral 
hazard problem, however, the straight bond contract cannot be used to con
vince them. With a straight bond contract, the bondholders must expect the 
devaluation. W hat is more, at b2,S2(b2) > S\{b2) and the higher promised 
repayment locks management into the choice of project two.

8This follows by the 1958 M odigliani-Miller Theorem.
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The convertible bond solution

N ext, consider the value o f convertible bonds. Suppose each bond is issued 
with a call option which gives its owner the right to exchange a bond for 
в  =  y(N  +  n)/b  shares o f stock, where n is the number of new shares which 
must be issued if the bonds are converted. N ote that a convertible bond is 
simply a bond with an attached call option. Also note that у is the fraction of 
the firm’s equity payoff that goes to bondholders in the event that the option 
is exercised. As has been shown, the payoff on the convertible bond issue is 
m in {n ,b } -|- max{0, уП  — b], where b is the exercise value of the call option 
issue. Then it follows easily that the market value of rhe convertible bond 
issue is

D(b,y) =  m in jn .fe } dP +  J т а х {0 ,у П  -  b\JP ^  

=  D(b) +  C(b,y)

Similarly, the value of the stock is

S{b,y) =  J  max{0, П — b) dP -  J  m ax{0, yU — b\ dP

=  f  (П — b)dP — f  ( y U - b ) d P  (7 .10)
J z \b Je

=  S(b) — C(b,y)

i.e., the stock market value of the firm with convertible debt is equivalent 
to the stock market value of the firm with the simple debt contract minus 
the value of the option. In the second expression for stock value, В is the 
bankruptcy event and E is the exercise event. Note that the bankruptcy event 
is В =  {£ e Е|П(£) < b) — [0 ,5 ) and the exercise event is £  =  {£ € 
s lyI"I(£) > b\ =  [£,a>], where 3  =  [0,&>], as shown in Figure 7 .5 .

It may be noted that since the corporate value is not affected by the 
introduction of an option to convert, it follows that the option reduces the 
stock market value.

Now, consider how management can construct a convertible issue that 
will convince the bondholders that project one will be selected. In fact, 
suppose management constructs the package to convince bondholders that 
project one will be selected and to maximize the stock market value of the 
corporation by eliminating the agency cost of the bond issue. Suppose m an
agement selects the provisions of the bond issue, i.e., (b, у ), so that the project 
is financed and so that C2 — C\ > D\—Di. The latter is simply the condition 
that the difference in the value of the call options exceed the difference in
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the value of the straight bond issues. If bondholders believe that the firm 
will select project one and so value the bonds accordingly, then by switch
ing to project two the firm can capture the amount D\ — Di- Equivalently, 
D] — Di represents the devaluation of the debt claim. D\ — Di is represented 
by the red area in Figure 7 .5 . Similarly, if project two is selected, given that 
bondholders believe project one will be selected, then C2 — Ci represents the 
increased value o f the bondholders’ options. The net transfer of wealth to 
bondholders is C2 -  C\ -  {D\ -  Di). Note that

C2 - C ,  > D i - D 2 (7.11)

or equivalently

Di[b) -I- Ci{b,y) > D\{b) +  Ci(b, у ) (7.12) 

—Di(b9y) < —Di(b,y) (7ЛЗ)

V2 - D 2(b,y) < V2 — Di(b,y) < V, - D ,( f e ,y )  (7.14)

or finally

Si{b,y) < S\(b,y) (7.15)

Hence, any feasible convertible contract which satisfies the condition Ci — 
Ci > D i -  D 2 will convince bondholders that firm management will select 
project one since that stock value is greater.
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It only remains to be shown that this technique of issuing convertible 
bonds to address the agency problem eliminates the problem and the cost. 
Recall that S2(fc2) =  Si(& i) -  (Vi -  V2). By the 1958  M odigliani-M iller 
Theorem and the financing conditions, Si{b,y) =  S\{b\). It follows that 
S\{b, y) — Siibi) =  Vi — V2 > 0. Therefore, the agency cost is eliminated 
and the manager prefers the convertible debt issue to a straight debt issue.

The solution set

It is possible to solve the risk-shifting problem with a convertible bond issue 
but how many convertible bond contracts solve the pro ;, - гг. an ■ finance the 
investment? The set of feasible contracts is shown in Ft. -:e 7.*>. The set of 
feasible contract is, of course, the set of convertible bonds chat ;inances the 
investment. The solution set is a subset of this space and ihc solution set sat
isfies the following two conditions: (i) D\{b, у) =  I; (ii) y) > D\{b,y). 
The first condition is the financing condition while the second condition is 
equivalent to the condition that stock value is greater given the selection of 
project one.

The conditions implicitly define functional relationships between the con
tract parameters. The financing constraint yields a function у =  h{b); the 
(b, y) pairs on h satisfy the financing condition. It may be noted that h is 
a decreasing function since a larger promised payment on the bond allows 
a smaller promised equity stake in the event that the bond is converted. To 
demonstrate this relationship, observe that

ЭР,
W =  -J& -  < 0 (7 .16)oU\

3 Y

Figure 7.6 The solution set.
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since the bond value is increasing in both parameter values, i.e.,

дУ Л .

Next, consider the set of parameters (b, y) such that the convertible bond

dD i f*
dP >  0  and -rJ - =  YlidP >  0 (7.17)

values are equal, i.e., D\{b,y) =  Diib^y); suppose this equality implicitly 
specifies the function у =  g(b). Then

investment problem. Notice that acting in the interests of the old shareholders 
generates the under-investment problem. This problem has been described 
as limiting the investment expenditure because the additional returns accrue 
to bondholders as well as stockholders. This problem can be associated with 
at least two possible scenarios. First, if the firm is already levered enough 
to make the probability of insolvency positive then the under-investment 
problem can occur; second, if information concerning the corporate invest
ment opportunity is hidden then the problem can also occur. The first sce
nario will be considered here briefly and the second will be considered in 
more detail in the next chapter.

> 0 (7.18)

since we may obsv- ve that

(7.19)

> 0

and

(7.20)

< 0

The solution set consists of all the contracts (b, y) on h above g.

The Under-investment Problem

The second of two classic agency problems considered here is the under-
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The corporate manager, acting in the interests o f the old shareholders, 
may not invest in positive net present value projects or may under-invest in the 
projects. This problem occurs because the returns accrue in part to existing 
bondholders as well as to stockholders. Jensen and Smith observed that

" . . .  when a substantial portion of the value of the firm is com 
posed of future investment opportunities, a firm with outstand
ing risky bonds can have incentives to reject positive net present 
value projects if the benefit from accepting the project* accrues to the 
bondholders.”9

The incentive need not be so extreme as to cause the manager to reject a 
project; the manager may under-invest by limiting the size of the project. We 
will identify the problem in a somewhat general setting without yet attempt
ing to form a solution. One solution to the under-investment problem does 
exist in the literature, e.g., see Mayers and Smith (1987) and Garven and 
M acM inn (1993). The solution is provided in an insurance model and there 
it alters incentives by bundling insurance with a bond contract or equiva
lently attaching a covenant to the bond instrument that requires insurance 
and ensures that the net present value of the investment goes to shareholders.

The existence issue

To demonstrate the existence of the problem, suppose the corporate payoff 
then is П (/,£)10 and that the firm has previously issued zero coupon bonds 
with a promised payment of b° dollars and is now going to make a promised 
payment of bn dollars to raise I dollars for an additional project. Suppose 
that the probability o f insolvency is positive, i.e., P{П (0,£ ) < b°) > 0. Also 
suppose that the investment increases the corporate payoff so that

—  > 0 and < 0 for all £ e  3 (7 .21)

Suppose that the firm issues new debt with a promised payment b" to finance 
the investment of I dollars now; finally suppose for simplicity that the new 
debt is subordinate to the old. The manager paid in salary and corporate

See Jensen, M . and C. Smith (1 9 8 5 ). “Stockholder, M anager, and Creditor Interests: 
Applications of Agency Theory” . Recent Advances in Corporate Finance. E. Altman and 
M . Subrahmanyam, eds. Richard D. Irwin, Bodie, Z . and R. Taggart (1 9 7 8 ). “ Future Invest
ment Opportunities and the Value of the Call Provision on a Bond.” Journal o f  Finance 3 3 :  
1 1 8 7 -1 2 0 0 ,  M yers, S. C. (1 9 7 7 ). “The Determinants of Corporate Borrow ing.” Journal o f  
Financial Economics 5 : 1 4 7 -1 7 5 . Smith, C. and J . W arner (1 9 7 9 ). “ On Financial C ontracting: 
An Analysis of Bond Covenants.” Journal o f  Financial Economics 7 : 1 1 7 -1 6 1 .
,0The payoff could have been divided into a payoff for previous investments and another for 
the current investment but that would complicate the notation without adding insight.
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stock will make decisions to solve the following constrained maximization 
problem:

maximize S°(I) 
subject to D"{bn) =  I

where, letting <5 be implicitly defined by П(/,<$) — b° — bn =  0,

and, letting 8° define the boundary of the insolvency event given no new 
investment,

(7.23)

D"(b") =  J  m in{m axj0, П(/,£) -  b°\,b") dP

(7.24)

Let bn(I) be the required promised payment on new debt required to satisfy 
the financing condition D"(b") =  I. Note that

_  = 1 ii 
dl t fd P

(7.25)

Now the unconstrained maximization problem for the firm with debt over
hang is

maximize S°{I) (7.26)

where

(7.27)

11 Observe that

dD“
dbn

=  (П(/,«) -  b6)p (S )jp  +  J “dp -  b " p ( S = ^ d P

and so
dbu 1 1
d i ~  £  f?jp-
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and the first order condition is

dS° 
dl - Г Н '- й -£)■*

(7.28)

where the third equality in (7.28) follows by (7 .25), or equivalently,

Ъ ,П ( / ,£)</? =  1 (7.29)!
The left hand side of (7 .29) is the marginal benefit of the investment for the 
shareholders while the right hand side is the marginal cost. If there is no 
positive probability of insolvency then the condition becomes

fJo
Dj П(/,£)ЛР =  1 (7.30)

If we let Г  satisfy (7.30) and Is satisfy (7.29) in the debt over-hang case, it is 
apparent that we have Is < lv or equivalently the under-investment problem 
exists.

Remarks

The risk-shifting and under-investment problems are quite well known in 
finance. The risk-shifting problem has received a lot of attention and there 
are well known and costless solutions, e.g., see Green (1984 ), and M acM inn 
(1 9 8 7 ,1 9 9 3 ) . The under-investment problem takes two forms, i.e., with and 
without asymmetric information. Debt over-hang yields the under-investment 
problem with symmetric information and has received less attention than its 
asymmetric cousin. Indeed there only seems to be one solution to one special 
case of the debt over-hang version of the under-investment problem, e.g., see 
Mayers and Smith (1987) and Garven and M acM inn (1993). The second 
version of the under-investment problem is considered in the next chapter.

Suggested Problems

1. Show how to solve the risk-shifting problem with a bond-warrant 
package.

2. Design a contracting scheme to solve the debt over-hang version of the 
under-investment problem.



information Problems: 
Hidden Knowledge

S ince investors must sometimes contend with incomplete information, 
the next logical step in describing financial markets entails the introduc

tion of asymmetric information. O f course, asymmetric information charac
terized the risk shifting problem describe in the last chapter. The information 
problem there, however, was due to a hidden action and that action could not 
only be changed but also rationally predicted by the other parties to the finan
cial transaction. The information problem addressed here can be described 
as hidden knowledge and by that we mean that some market agents possess 
knowledge about the quality of an asset or project and that quality cannot 
be altered. Myers and M ajluf (1984) considered this hidden knowledge and 
showed1 that the hidden knowledge motivates an under-investment prob
lem and can lead to a preference for debt over equity in financing. The latter 
preference has become known as the pecking order theorem. Like Myers and 
M ajluf, it is supposed here that the information cannot be revealed by the

*The M yers-M ajluf model is different in some respects. The managers there know the project 
payoff with certainty and all market agents are risk neutral. While neither assumption is main
tained here, the results described by Myers and M ajluf are robust to the model here.
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choice of the financing scheme.2 How does the manager who possesses the 
hidden knowledge make decisions on corporate account? W hat impact does 
hidden knowledge have on the choice of investment level and on the capital 
structure? These questions are addressed here.

If some market participants have access to knowledge that others do 
not, then it becomes necessary to differentiate between those that do and 
those that do not have the knowledge. Here we will refer to market agents 
as insiders and outsiders to describe those who possess and those who do 
not possess the knowledge, respectively. For simplicity, we suppose that the 
insiders possess knowledge about the return on their corporation’s invest
ment project; that knowledge is hidden from the outsiders. W hile the cor
porate management may change the scale of the investment project, the 
quality of the project is given. The purpose of this chapter is to inves
tigate the implication that the hidden knowledge has for financing and 
investment decisions in a setting where all market agents, i.e., insiders and 
outsiders are risk averse and the corporate objective function is endogenously 
derived.

As in the previous chapters, consider a competitive economy operat
ing between the dates now and then. All decisions are made now and 
all payoffs on those decisions are received then. Here, however, suppose 
the hidden knowledge exists in one industry where the corporations have 
either a good or less good investment opportunity. Suppose that trading 
in financial markets occurs in basis and corporate assets. Finally, suppose 
that the information possessed by market participants is complete with 
respect to all the financial markets assets except those o f the industry under 
consideration.

2There is also a literature on signaling hidden knowledge and is m otivated by the notion that 
a financial contract can be structured that reveals the hidden knowledge to the m arket par
ticipants. The signaling notion is intriguing but goes beyond the scope of this w ork ; a few 
exam ples of that literature are the following: Bhattacharya, S. (1 9 8 0 ). “Nondissipative Sig
naling Structures and Dividend Policy. Quarterly Journal o f  Economics 9 5 (1 ) : 1 - 2 4 ,  Riley, 
J . G. (1 9 8 5 ) . “ Competition with Hidden Knowledge.” Journal o f  Political Economy 9 3 (5 ) :  
9 5 8 - 9 7 6 ,  Brennan, M . and A. Kraus (1 9 8 7 ). “ Efficient Financing under Asym metric Inform a
tion .” Journal o f  Finance X L II(5): 1 2 2 5 -1 2 4 3 , N oe, T. (1 9 8 8 ). “ Capital Structure and Signal
ing Game Equilibria.” Review o f  Financial Studies 1: 3 3 1 -3 5 6 ,  Allen, F. and G. R. Faulhaber 
(1 9 8 9 ). “Signaling by Underpricing in the IPO M arket.” Journal o f  Financial Economics 2 3 (2 ) :  
3 0 3 -3 2 3 ,  Glazer, J . and R. Israel (1 9 9 0 ). “ Managerial Incentives and Financial Signaling in 
Product M arket Com petition.” International Journal o f  Industrial Organization 8 (2 ) : 2 7 1 - 2 8 0 ,  
M cN ichols, M . and A. Dravid (1 9 9 0 ). “Stock Dividends, Stock Splits, and Signaling.” Journal 
o f  Finance 4 5 (3 ) : 8 5 7 -8 7 9 ,  Sobel, J . et al. (1 9 9 0 ). “Fixed-Equilibrium Rationalizability in Sig
naling G am es.” Journal o f  Economic Theory 5 2 (2 ) : 3 0 4 -3 3 1 .
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Outsiders

Suppose the financial markets for the assets of corporations in industry F are 
characterized by hidden knowledge. The knowledge that is hidden specifies 
the firm’s investment opportunity. Suppose there are two types of investment 
opportunities and so two types of firms in this industry. Let П2(£) > П j (^), 
for all f  € S .3 Firm insiders have complete information, ex ante, concerning 
the corporate payoff functions, individual investors or equivalently outsiders 
do not. The investor purchasing an asset from a firm in this industry only 
knows that if state o f nature £ is realized, then the corporate payoff will be 
П ,($) with probability 1 — в or П2(£) with probability 0; 6 is the proportion 
of firms in the industry that are type two, or equivalently, the probability of 
randomly selecting a type two firm. Also suppose that the investors know the 
proportion It follows that the investors know the average industry payoff,
i.e., П *(!) =  (1 - в Щ ^  +  вПгМ.

When an investor purchases an asset from a firm in industry F, the payoff 
on the asset depends on the state of nature and the firm’s type. Since the type 
is hidden knowledge, it introduces an additional source of risk. The addi
tional risk can be handled in a number of ways. First, although the financial 
contracts sold by firms in industry F are no longer homogeneous, investors 
can produce a homogenized asset by purchasing an equal proportion of each 
firm’s assets. Then the payoff on the portfolio is Ua in each state of nature 
£ € S . This eliminates the additional source of risk. In the absence of a 
screening or signaling mechanism, investors will value firms in this industry 
on the basis of the average industry payoff and so the value of a firm is Va, 
where Va denotes corporate value from the outsiders’ perspective. Conse
quently, it also follows that the type one firms are over-valued and the type 
two firms are under-valued in a pooling equilibrium.

Unlevered case

If the corporations in the industry are unlevered then Figure 8.1 shows the 
corporate value. The stock market value from the outsider’s perspective is

S * =  /  r u i M P  

=  ^ ( ( i - e ) n , ( f )  +  «m2(?)MP (8Л)

=  ( Г - е ) 5 ,  + e s 2

3The terms type two and one are used synonymously with high and low investment opportunity, 
respectively. The inequality conditions guarantee that the random payoff of the high quality firm 
stochastically dominates that of the low quality firm in the first order sense.
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Figure 8.1 « Outsiders and value.

Suppose that the unlevered firm has previously issued N shares to the pub
lic and m shares to the manager. In addition, the firm issues na shares 
now to finance an investment of I dollars. na represents the number of 
shares that must be issued in the presence of the hidden knowledge and will 
exceed the number n2 that would have to be issued for the same invest
ment in the absence of the hidden knowledge. The stock market value 
of the new issue of stock from the insiders’ perspective is S îUrta) while 
it is S%(l9na) from the hedged outsiders’ perspective. There is some dilu
tion in the value of the current shareholders’ stake in the type two corpo
rations as represented by the red area in Figure 8.1. The agency cost of 
the new equity issue by type two corporations may be characterized as cea 
where

c*a =S'{(I, na) - S fJ(I,na}
Пп

N +  na +  m

> 0

(S2 - S a) (8 .2 )

The agency cost due to the hidden knowledge is the red area depicted in 
Figure 8 .1 ; it is also a fraction of the under-valuation of the type two firm 
and depicted as the green area in Figure 8.1.
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Levered case

The capital structure o f type two firms determines how the under-valuation 
is distributed across its assets. Consider a zero coupon bond issue with a 
promised payment then o f b dollars. Let D2 and Da represent the bond 
value from the perspective o f insiders and outsiders, respectively. Let <$i and 
<52 denote the boundaries of the solvency events for the type one and two 
levered firms respectively. The fully hedged payoff to a risky bond issue by 
a type two corporation is

'0П2 +  ( 1 - 0 ) П 1  i f ?  < S 2
• вЬ +  Ц - е Щ г  if S2 <1; < 8i 

b if £ > <$i

and so the bond value from the outsiders’ perspective is Da where

Da =  [ h n ad P +  f*'[Ob +  ( l - e ) n {]dP +  f  bdP (8.3) 
J0 J Si J&i

Since the levered value given the hidden knowledge is

D2 =  f  T\2dP +  f  bdP (8.4)
Jo Js2

it follows that the extent of the under-valuation of a type two firm’s debt is

D2 - D a =  A n 2 - n a)d P +  Г  [Ь -(в Ь  +  (1 - в ) П х)] dP (8.5) 
Jo J&2

This is also the agency cost of the debt issue, i.e., cda =  D2 — Da shown in 
Figure 8.2.

Similarly, let S2 and Sa represent the stock market value of a type two 
firm from the perspective of insiders and outsiders, respectively. The payoff 
of fully hedged stockholders is

0 i f £ < 5 2 
0(U2 - b )  if S2 < £ <  8i 
Па- Ь  if £ > <$i

The outsider stock value is Sa where

Sa =  f  ' e(U2 - b ) d P +  f  (П a ~ b )d P  (8.6)
Js i Js i
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Figure 8.2 a Hidden knowledge and the agency cost of debt.

Figure 8.3 m Hidden knowledge and levered values.

The outsider equity value is shown in Figure 8.3. Then, the extent o f the 
under-valuation of a type two firm’s equity is

S2 - S a =  f  \ l - 9 ) ( U 2 - b ) d P +  f  (U2 - n a) d P > 0  
Js 2 J Sy

These results present corporate management with adverse incentives. The 
adverse incentives become evident once the corporate manager’s objective 
function is identified. If the manager cannot trade on the hidden knowledge 
then the self interested corporate manager will make investment and financ
ing decisions to maximize her own stake in the corporation. The manager
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makes decisions to maximize 5 f and that current shareholder value can also 
be represented as V2 — / — ca, where V2 is the corporate value of the high 
quality firm given insider information, I is the dollar amount raised from 
outsiders, and ca is the agency cost of outside finance.4 Hence, as Myers 
and M ajluf noted, there are circumstances under which the firm will reject 
positive net present value projects, i.e., if V2 — I < ca.s M ore generally, the 
firm may simply invest less than the amount that maximizes the risk adjusted 
net present value of the corporation. This is one form that the adverse selec
tion problem can take. Even if the adverse selection problem is not severe 
enough to or.use the firm to reject the project, i.e., V2 — I > ca, the hid
den knowledge still has an impact because the manager selects the financing 
method which minimizes the agency cost. This contract selection is impor
tant because, if the high quality firm cannot provide outsiders with credible 
information about its quality, then the appropriate selection of a contract is 
the only means the firm has available to mitigate the effects of the adverse 
selection problem.

Insiders

The hidden knowledge yields an adverse selection problem for corporate 
managers in the industry. The hidden knowledge generally makes it more 
costly for the type two firms to issue some financial contracts. The kind of 
financial instrument the firm chooses to issue becomes relevant in this setting 
because not all instruments yield the same agency cost. For example, Myers 
and M ajluf demonstrated that a safe debt issue eliminates the agency cost of 
outside finance and so is preferred to an equity issue. This hidden knowledge 
also affects the manager’s behavior on personal account because the type two 
managers cannot borrow against the full value of her equity stake in the cor
poration. This manager also knows that there will be a capital gain when the 
hidden knowledge becomes public and so the information affects the portfo
lio decision, e.g., fewer basis assets need to be purchased for those states in 
which the manager knows there will be a capital gain. It is assumed here that 
the manager cannot trade on inside information and that the manager’s port
folio decision is a hidden action. Both types of decisions on personal account

4See the analysis in rhe next section to confirm these claims.
5There are significant differences between this model and that of Myers and M ajluf but some of  
their conclusions are sufficiently robust to apply in the context of this model. Unlike this model, 
Myers and Majluf did not allow for risk aversion and the corporate m anager was assumed to  
know which of two stares of nature would occur then.
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have the potential to reveal information to outsiders.6 Less than complete 
revelation of the manager’s portfolio decision does not necessarily eliminate 
the hidden knowledge problem, e.g., a long public position in the stock may 
be counter-balanced by a short private position.

The existence of hidden knowledge creates some difficulty in identify
ing optimal decisions not only for type one and two managers but also for 
bondholders. The revelation of that knowledge is jointly determined by the 
decisions made by the corporate managers and the bondholders. In the analy
sis which follows, the objective functions used by type one and two managers 
for decisions on corporate account are derived. It is assumed throughout this 
analysis that each manager’s compensation is a known sab,tv pin? an equity 
stake in the corporation .7

An equity issue

First, consider the manager of a type two firm. The manager makes a portfolio 
decision on personal account, and investment and financing decisions on 
corporate account. The purpose of this analysis is to show that the personal 
and corporate decisions are separable and that the manager has a well-defined 
objective function for all corporate decisions that does not depend on her 
measure of risk aversion or probability beliefs. Suppose the type two manager 
issues equity to finance the corporate investment. The manager has hidden 
knowledge and an equity stake in the corporation. Suppose that N +  m 
shares have been previously issued, where N represents the number that are 
publicly held and m represents the number of shares held by the manager. The 
manager will issue n new shares now to finance the investment decision that 
she makes. The manager knows that there will be a capital gain o f g  dollars 
to insiders then, where g  depends on the terms of the financial package and 
on the investment decision. In this case of a new stock issue, the capital gain 
is defined as

8 (1,1;) =  (П2(1 ,1-)-П а( Ш  (8 .7)

The capital gain is not tradable and so it is expressed as part o f the 
consumption then term, i.e., ci(£) +  jy+̂ . wg, where C\{%) represents the

6 Leland and Pyle use the m anager’s portfolio decision as a signal to outsiders, i.e., see Leland, H. 
and D. Pyle (1 9 7 7 ). “ Informational Asymmetries, Financial Structure and Financial Intermedi
ation .” Journal o f  Finance 3 2 : 3 7 1 -3 8 7 .
7 A com pensation scheme which consists of a salary plus a risky bonus or a risky stock option  
package would cause a fundamental change in the analysis because of the altered incentive 
effects. See M acM inn, R. and F. Page (1 9 9 5 ). “Stock Options, M anagerial Incentives, and 
Capital Structure.” Journal o f  Financial Studies Dec.
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net consumption then. The common knowledge is represented as the payoff 
then on the equity. The common knowledge component augments the man
ager’s income then. The manager can borrow against this value and so it is 
represented in the budget constraint. The self-interested manager faces the 
following problem:

m a x i m i z e  /  h ( c 0 , c i ( £ )  +  — — g i L S n d V  
Jz  \ N + n +  m  J

subject to c0 +  f  ci(£ )d P  =  m0 +  f mx{$)dP +  :m Sa[I)
Jz  Je N +  n +  m
and Sf‘(l) =  I

T! u; virst d istraint in (8.8) is the budget hyperplane that simply says that the 
ris!-: adju$-*£d present value of consumption equals the risk adjusted present 
value of income. The second constraint is the financing condition that implic
itly defines the number of new shares that must be issued for each possible 
investment decision given the common knowledge. The constrained expected 
utility maximization problem for the type one manager is analogous and so 
is not stated here. The only difference is that the type one manager’s hidden 
knowledge yields a known capital loss.

The Lagrange function corresponding to (8.8) is

L(I,n,\,ti) =  J_u ^c0, ci (?) +  N + ^ + ^ g(J, $)) d*i>
- \ (c 0 +  J  ci($)dP -  (m 0 +  J_ m i^ )d P

s a d ) )n +  m J  J
+  n ( m - I )  (8-9)

where A and 77 are the Lagrange multipliers. The type two manager makes 
decisions on personal and corporate account to optimize (8.8) or equivalently 
(8.9) where the stock value Sa[I) is expressed in (8.1), the gain g  is expressed 
in (8.7). Maximizing the Lagrange function yields the following first order 
conditions for a maximum:

1 H D'“d 4 > -k  =  0 (8.10)

Я J
=  D2u f ^ ) - X p { t )  =  0, for all § 6 3  (8 .11)

8e,($)
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(  rn dSA (  П dSg \ (8.12) 
\ N  +  «  +  m 3/ / ^ y N + n + m  81 )

=  0

=  [  B 2 $( /, $ ) ) <№
Js  \ ( N + n  + m )2 )

! (  m C /7̂  ̂ , { ( N  +  n +  m) -  n \ (8 .13)
I 7 \T “i----- "i----- \2 S<*W) ) +  ^ ( ~ /хт" ,------ j----- ' 1 )V (N +  n +  m)1 J  \ (N +  n +  my J

3L
dn

=  0

S  =  "  ( C o  +  L C l ( I W P  ■  ( m o  +  L  m m  d P  +  n T 7 ^ S M ) ) )  =

dL
drj

Observe that

0

(8-14)

—  = S ”( J ) - /  =  0 (8 .15)

It follows that (8 .12) may be equivalently expressed as 

3i Уз V N -ЬИд +  т  Э/ /

, * / ™____  dSq Л /____ П_____ dSq _ \
VN +  я +  М 37 / \N  +  «  +  m 31 J

(8 .17)

=  0

Substituting (8.11) into (8.17) yields

Z _ m _ _  3Tl2\ / w dSa \ 
\N  +  « +  M 3/ /^" \N  +  n +  m 3J /

,8Л8>
-  :  / м  Э52\ / я 35 , \ 

\N  +  « +  m 3/ / * \ N  +  n +  ra dl )
=  0
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Similarly, substituting from (8.11) and (8.7) into (8.13) yields

T n ~ X L  ( - (N + r + r f < 1 W I -  П-“ -№)  №

(8.19)
—m

{N +  n +  m)1 

=  0

\(N  +  « +  m )2 /

A few observations are in order now. Note that (8 .18), (8.19) and (8.15) 
correspond to the first order conditions for the solution to the following 
constrained maximization problem:

maximize —— —------ St (I)
N +  n +  m (8.20) 

subject to N +  l  + J M )  =  /

This makes it apparent8 that we have a Fisher separation result, since 
the solution to this problem is independent of the decision maker’s inter
temporal preferences, measure of risk aversion and probability beliefs. It 
should be emphasized that S2(I) is not common knowledge and so the man
ager makes a decision based on the hidden knowledge. O f course the hidden 
knowledge yields the dilution in the equity stakes of the current sharehold
ers and that dilution is implicit in the financing constraint in (8 .20). The 
objective function in (8.20) might come as a surprise, since the common 
assumption in the literature, e.g., see Myers and M ajluf (1984), is that the 
manager makes decisions to maximize the value of the current shareholders’ 
stake in the corporation.

A few questions ought to be addressed at this point. Does the manager 
make decisions that are in the interests of current shareholders? For this 
question, note that the manager acting in the interests of current shareholders

8T o confirm this assertion, let the Lagrange function be tj) =  +

ч ( м+",+т$а -  i)  and show the correspondence by direct calculation.
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would make the investment decision to solve the following problem:

. . N +  m
maximize —------------- S2(I)

N +  n +  m (g 2 1 )

S u b >e C t  t o  N V n  +  m ™  =  1

Equivalently if we let na(I)9 denote the number of new sha? cs issued to finance 
the investment decision and state the problem in unconstrained form then it 
may be expressed as either

maximize - ------S2{1) (8.22)
N +  na(I) +  m zv '

or equivalently as

maximize V2(I) -  I -  ca(I) (8.23)

where ca is the agency cost of the new issue.10 The agency cost is

*  =  Г Г "  V  №> -  5 .)  >  0 (8.24)
N  +  na +  m

Hence, the objective function of the manager here paid in stock is different 
from that found in the literature and stresses the importance of deriving the 
objective function rather than assuming it. O f course, in this case we must 
also note that the manager paid in share here will make investment decision 
to solve the constrained maximization problem in (8.20) or equivalently the

9Observe that this function is implicitly defined by the constraint and direct calculation shows 
that M D - N j j p .
10This observation follows since

V2 ( J ) - / - gfl =  S2 — S2 + 5 ”N + na + tn a
_ C C

2 N + Па + М 2 
N + m „

N  +  na +  m
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unconstrained problem in (8.25)

maximize — S2(I) (8.25)
N  4- na{I) +  m

but it may be noted that

'  (8.2 6 )
N -b na(I) +  m N + m \ N  + na[l) +  m

m
N  +  m

Hen^t? ic is r i;iir  that despite the somewhat different objective function, the 
m a r k e r  v l\: select the investment in the interests of current shareholders.

Another question is whether there an under-investment problem? The 
fact that there is a positive agency cost ca makes it apparent that an agency 
cost exists and affects the decisions made by the manager. Given the expres
sion of the problem in (8 .26), it is apparent that an under-investment problem 
exists if the marginal agency cost is positive. Note that

C. ,  (W i » .  +  „ К  -  n * .  _  +  _
(N +  na -I- my  N +  na +  m w  x

_  (N +  r a K  (S2 -  S„) +  „  " a , (S'2(I) -  S'JI)) (8 .27)
(N  +  na +  m) N +  na +  m

> 0

since na is an increasing function of the investment level and the difference 
o f marginal stock values in the second term is positive. Hence, the manager 
under-invests.

A debt issue

Next, suppose the manager selects a debt issue to finance the new investment 
for the firm. Again, consider the manager o f a type two firm. The manager 
makes a portfolio decision on personal account, and investment and financing 
decisions on corporate account. Suppose the type two manager issues debt 
to finance the corporate investment. As before, suppose N  +  m shares have 
been previously issued, where N represents the number of shares that are 
publicly held and m represents the number of shares that are held by the 
manager. The manager knows that there will be a capital gain of g  dollars to 
insiders then, where g  depends on the terms of the financial package and on 
the investment decision. In this case of a zero coupon bond issue, the capital
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gain is defined as

=  (m ax{0, П2(/,5) -  b) -  m ax{0, П*(/,£) -  b})

=  (U2( I ^ ) - n a(l^))

where the second equality holds if and only if the debt issue is safe. The 
manager’s decision on personal and corporate account are made to solve the 
following problem:

maximize и ^c0, c\ (£) +  ^ g(I, b,$)^JdФ 

subject to c0 4- f c\{%)dP =  m0 +  f  m\[%)dP+ —^-— $Af>b)
Jz  J e N  + m

and Da(I,b) =  I

where the stock value from the outsider’s perspective is given in (8.6) and 
the bond market value from the outsiders’ perspective is given in (8.3).

The Lagrange function corresponding to the constrained maximization 
problem in (8.29) is

L(I,b, r)) =  ^ H ^ c 0, c i ( f ) +  N  +  rfvp

-A.(c0 + J ^ ) d P - ( m 0 + Jjm(t;)dP 

+ NT^Sa{hb]))
+  r)(Da(I, b) — I) (8 .30)

The first order conditions for the decisions on personal account remain the 
same as those stated in Equations (8.10) and (8.11). The first order conditions 
for the decisions on corporate account are as follows:
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m dg' 
N + m dbs - M

=  0

Substituting from (8.11) and (8.28) into (8.31) and (8.32) yields 

9L  f  / m dg
31 +  m di J

, , (  m 3S.\ , ( 3D„ ^
\ N ~ + 7 n ^ r / э7 J

_  m / 3^2 35д \
N +  m V 9/ di J

rn dSa\ , / 3 D . \
( n  + w Э/J Ч  Э7 J

_ m 952 
+  w 9/

=  0

and

9L
96

= x [ ( ™ a£ ) dP 
Jz  \N  +  w dbj  

t  m dSt1\ / Э Р Л  
\N  +  w db J  \ 3b /

(8.32)

(8.33)

(8.34)+  A

m 952 9 Д ,
+  m 96  ̂ db

=  0

As previously, observe that the first order conditions for the corporate 
account decisions are equivalent to the first order conditions for the fol
lowing problem

maximize —------- Siihb)
N  +  m (8.35)

subject to Д,(/, b) =  I 

Hence, a Fisher separation result has been established in this case as well.
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Also, if we let ba{I) denote the promised payment on debt necessary to 
finance the investment decision and state the problem in unconstrained form, 
it may be expressed as either

m axim ize— ^ — S2(I,ba(I)) (8 .36)
N  +  m

maximize — (V2 — I — cd) (8 .37)
N +  m '

where cda represents the agency cost of the debt issue. The ^ e n c y  cost o f the 
debt issue is

4(1) =  0 ,(1 ,  ba(D) -  DAI,bM))  (8 .38)

and is depicted in Figure 8.2. There are several versions o f the objective 
function presented here in the levered case but all show that the manager has 
the incentive to maximize the current shareholder value.

Finally, consider whether the manager will under-invest due to the hidden 
knowledge in this levered case. There is a non-negative agency cost cda that 
makes it apparent that an agency cost exists and affects the decisions made by 
the manager. Given the expression of the problem in (8 .37), it is apparent that 
an under-investment problem exists if the marginal agency cost is positive.

The Pecking Order

In each statement of the insider’s decision problem, it has been apparent that 
there is a potential for under-investment. There is also a capital structure 
decision that becomes more important in this setting because, if the under
investment problem can be solved then the associated agency cost can be 
eliminated and so the current shareholder value increased. The following is 
a statement of the result reported by Myers and M ajluf that has also become 
known as the pecking order theorem.

1984 M yers-M ajluf Theorem. If the firm is endowed with a project that 
may either be good or bad and the firm insiders know the project type but 
firm outsiders do not, ceteris paribus, the firm may reject the good project 
if outside equity must be issued to finance it. The current shareholders bear 
an agency cost due to the asymmetric information if the firm issues equity. 
If the firm can issue safe debt to finance the good project, then it will not be 
rejected and the current shareholders will not bear an agency cost.

Figure 8.4 depicts a case in which the type two corporate manager may 
issue debt that is safe. Type two corporations are under-valued as shown
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Figure S.4 • * ' pecking order.

in the figure but those managers trade on personal account knowing the 
capital gain that they will participate in when the hidden information is 
revealed then. W hat is more, since debt is used there is no dilution necessary 
in the current shareholders stake which would otherwise be necessary in an 
equity issue. The promised repayment on debt for the optimal investment 
is sufficiently small, so that the debt must be viewed as safe even though 
outsiders do not know the firm type. Hence while the agency cost o f equity 
would be positive, the agency cost of debt is zero, i.e., с* =  Diilyb) — 
Dail, b) =  0. It follows that the manager will prefer debt to equity as long as 
the debt issue is safe from the outsiders’ perspective. It should also follow that 
debt is still preferred for sufficiently small promised payments that yield a 
positive probability of insolvency. W hat is not apparent, however, is whether 
debt remains the dominant choice as the leverage increases.

Suggested Problems

1. Suppose firms have earnings now that may be used to finance the invest
ment choice. Derive the manager’s objective function.

2. How does the introduction of earnings now affect the pecking order? Will 
earnings retained and re-invested be preferred to a safe debt issue, or a 
risky debt issue?

3. Suppose corporate managers are compensated with stock options rather 
than stock. Derive the manager’s objective function. Will such a manager 
have a preference for debt over equity? Does the preference extend to 
risky debt?



Corporate Risk 
Management

R isks are commodities that may be exchanged. The corporation, long 
viewed as a nexus of contracts (Alchian and Demsetz 1972), may also 

be viewed as a nexus of risks. The corporation may be described as a com pos
ite commodity or bundle of risks that may be further aggregated or separated.

. .  the history of the development of risk instruments is a tale o f 
the progressive separation of risks, enabling each to be borne in the 
least expensive w ay.” (Kohn 1999).

An economy may achieve an efficient allocation of risks as well as 
resources through separation and trading, i.e., see Arrow (1963) and Debreu 
(1959). Risk has long been studied but despite the progress and the new 
perspectives, the notion is still elusive.

Both the 1958 M odigliani-M iller Theorem and the Capital Asset Pricing 
M odel (CAPM) (Sharpe 1964 ; Mossin 1966) have had an impact on our 
perception of risk and value. The message of both is that, ceteris paribus, 
hedging does not increase value. An entire literature has been generated since 
those early contributions that deals with the issue of risk and value. This lit
erature provides a few tentative steps in establishing a positive connection 
between risk management and value (e.g., Jensen and Meckling 19 7 6 ; Myers 
1977 ; Mayers and Smith 1982 ; Main 1983; Green 1984 ; Myers and M ajluf 
1 9 8 4 ; Stulz 1984 ; Smith and Stulz 1985 ; M acM inn 1987; M acM inn 19 8 7 ; 
M ayers and Smith 1987 ; Froot et al. 1993 ; Garven and M acM inn 19 9 3 ; 
Froot et al. 1994). The motivations for risk management include managerial
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motives, taxes, financial distress, debt over-hang and others.1 One important 
implication of these theoretical constructs is that risk management is about 
the creation and preservation of value rather than the elimination or reduc
tion of risk. Risk is not a bad thing to be eliminated, rather it is a commodity 
to be created, managed and exchanged.

Some of the results in the literature show how value can be captured 
by bundling risks appropriately. The risk shifting problem is a classic 
agency problem that is amenable to risk management solutions. The under
investment problem in its debt over-hang and hidden action and hidden 
knowledge contexts is also a classic agency problem. The risks imposed by 
the under-invesrment problem can be managed in a variety of ways that 
depen.i on the source of the problem. Other operating and strategic risks can 
also be managed.

Jensen and (Vleckling identified the risk shifting or equivalently asset sub
stitution problem and motivated the rationale for the loss in corporate value. 
We have seen the construction of and one solution to this problem. The risk 
shifting problem is a hidden action problem. Bondholders know that man
agement acting in the interests of shareholders can shift value away from the 
bonds by selecting the riskier investment project once the bonds have been 
issued. Hence, rationale bondholders require a larger promised payment on 
the bond instrument. That, ceteris paribus, is the source of the agency cost 
of the debt issue. The cost exists because the firm cannot credibly commit 
to selecting the safer, more valuable investment project. Green (1984) sub
sequently showed that the firm could solve the problem by constructing a 
debt instrument that would provide a credible commitment to the selection 
of the safer project. The instrument used was a convertible bond contract

'W hile the tax  m otivation for risk management is im portant, it more than any other has received 
a significant am ount of attention. The results in the literature usually depend on a convex  
liability function. The after tax  earning of the corporation is П — f (n  -  Д) where Д represents 
the deductions, e.g., interest on debt, depreciation, etc. If the tax  is progressive and the function 
/ ( •) is convex then

Е{П  -  *(П -  Д )} <  £П  -  Г(ЕП -  Д)

The result is an application of Jensen’s Inequality. Since an insurance contract can replace the 
random  earning with the expected earning, it follows that the use of insurance is optim al. While 
the convex tax  function is sufficient, it is not necessary for the result. Suppose that there is a 
positive probability that the earning will not exceed the deductions and suppose the tax  rate 
is a constant, then the after tax earning becomes П — t m ax(0, П — Д } where m ax{0, П — Д ) is 
convex. Hence

£ {П  -  f m ax{0, П — Д }} <  ЕП -  t т а х { 0 ,£ П  -  Д}

This is also an application of Jensen’s Inequality and shows that insurance is optim al. While 
more can be said about the tax  motivation for risk management, I will leave it to others.
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but the same solution is clearly possible with a bond-warrant package.2 The 
action, i.e., selection of the project, was still subsequent to the bond issue 
but the incentives in the convertible bond were transparent and clearly pro
vided sufficient motivation for management to select the safer project. The 
agency cost in this case was eliminated with the correct choice of a financing 
instrument or equivalently an appropriate repackaging of the risks. Hence, 
the risk shifting problem provides a clear motivation for risk management 
and will be discussed here in conjunction with the hidden action problem.

Myers identified the under-investment problem due ^  debt over-hang 
and the associated loss in corporate value. Subsequently, -‘ 'vers and M ajluf 
noted hidden knowledge as another motivation for the •• ider-investment 
problem. In each variant o f the problem, management, acrb:;. In &■:. interests 
of shareholders, faces adverse incentives because current rh:*rehoiders can
not capture the full net present value of the investment project. Myers and 
M ajluf pursued the case of hidden knowledge and showed that if the firm 
used a new equity issue to finance an investment project, then that hidden 
knowledge would cause a dilution in the value of the current shareholders 
stake in the corporation. The dilution would occur because the size of the 
new issue would have to be large enough to convince outsiders without the 
hidden knowledge to purchase enough shares to finance the project. Hence 
the current shareholders would have to yield some of the net present value of 
the project to the new shareholders; equivalently, the new issue would cause 
some dilution in the value of the existing shares. A sufficiently large transfer 
in value would cause the firm to reject a positive net present value project. 
Tw o approaches have been pursued to solve the under-investment problem. 
In the debt over-hang case, Garven and M acM inn showed that by including 
a bond covenant requiring insurance in the debt instrument, the appropriate 
incentives could be restored and the under-investment problem eliminated. In 
the hidden knowledge case, Froot et al. showed that an appropriately struc
tured hedge could solve the problem. Hence, the under-investment problem 
provides a clear motivation for risk management and will be discussed in 
more detail here in conjunction with the hidden knowledge problem.

As the 1958 M odigliani-M iller Theorem implies the more general result 
that the value of the corporation is independent of the nexus o f contracts

2M acM inn also showed that the risk shifting problem could be solved with an appropriately  
structured insurance contract. See M acM inn, R. D. (1 9 8 7 ). “ Insurance and C orporate Risk 
M anagem ent.” Journal o f  Risk and Insurance 5 4 (4 ): 6 5 8 -6 7 7 .  Also see M acM inn, R. D. (1 9 9 3 ) . 
“On The Risk Shifting Problem and Convertible Bonds.” Advances in Quantitative Analysis o f  
Finance and Accounting 2 : 1 8 1 -2 0 0 , for another explanation and solution method for the risk 
shifting problem.
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that constitute it, we will first turn to a few examples of that proposition. 
If the generalized theorem were true without qualification, then not only 
would capital structure be irrelevant but also risk management; neither is 
irrelevant due in no small part to the ceteris paribus conditions in the theorem. 
The generalization of the theorem does however provide a base case and an 
indication of where not to look for additional value. In addition, it plays 
an instrumental role in proving some of the results on the creation of value. 
This was apparent in the early discussion of the risk shifting problem and its 
solution, ir will he apparent again here in showing a solution to the under
investment ргоЫ ят. Some examples of the generalized 1958 M odigliani- 
Miller Thee >rc-:>■ ;:re considered next. Then we will turn our attention to risk 
management л. -i the creation of value by considering two crucial problems,
i.e., tht hiddei- action and hidden knowledge problems. The solutions to 
these problems shows that risk management does have value.

A Generalized 1958 Modigliani-Miller Theorem

The earliest results on capital structure theory show that it is irrelevant. 
The 1958 M odigliani-M iller Theorem showed this irrelevance and provided 
some direction regarding where to find or where not to find the value in risk 
management. One popular interpretation of the 1958 Theorem is that no 
value is created because investors can lever or unlever on their own personal 
accounts and so will not be willing to pay a premium for a corporation 
that does the same on corporate account. This interpretation leads to the 
observation that value can only be created by the corporation if it can provide 
the investor with an asset or cash flow that cannot be readily duplicated on 
personal account. Hence, the 1958 M odigliani-M iller Theorem applies to 
a much wider set of decisions than those the authors may have originally 
envisioned. The theorem not only makes capital structure irrelevant but it 
also makes risk management irrelevant, i.e., at least within the ceteris paribus 
conditions of the theorem.

A few examples of a generalized theorem are considered here. The first is 
concerned with hedging in financial markets.3 Here we show that the value

3Hedging in com modity markers might also be considered. See Holrhausen, D (1 9 7 9 ) . “ Hedging 
and the Competitive Firm Under Price Uncertainty.” American Economic Review 6 9 : 9 8 9 - 9 9 5 ,  
Feder, G. et al. (1 9 8 0 ). “ Futures M arket and the Theory of the Firm Under Price U ncertainty.” 
Quarterly Journal o f  Economics XCIV: 3 1 7 -3 2 8 . These are models of risk averse agents making 
decisions without recourse to any diversification on personal account and no distinction between 
personal and corporate account. The corporate form is considered in M acM inn, R. D. (1 9 8 7 ) . 
“ Forw ard M arkets, Stock Markets, and the Theory of the Firm .” Journal o f  Finance 4 2 (5 ) : 
1 1 6 7 -1 1 8 5 ,  and hedging in commodity markets is shown to have an im pact on value through 
the preservation of tax credits.
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of the hedged firm equals that of the unhedged firm. N ext, we consider two 
insurance examples and show that the value of the insured firm equals that 
of the uninsured firm.

Forward markets

Consider a forward contract. Let Ф denote the unit payoff on a stock index 
contract and let f  denote the forward price. Suppose the unit payoff is increas
ing in state £. The payoff on a forward position is (p{f — Ф(£}), where is the 
position taken by the firm in futures. Let rj be the econom ic state implicitly 
defined by the condition /* — Ф(̂ ?) =  0, as shown in Figure 9. \. The payoff on 
the futures contract is shown in Figure 9 .1 . The payoff depicted is sometimes 
referred to as a short position in the futures contract.

The comparison that is instructive is that between the value of the hedged 
and unhedged corporation. The hedged firm here denotes the firm that takes 
a position in forward contracts on the stock index fund. The unhedged firm 
simply has the payoff П. Suppose the firm is unlevered in the hedged and 
unhedged cases, so that financial distress does not play a role in the com 
parison. Let S" and Sh denote the unhedged and hedged firms respectively. 
Note that

S" =  J n ( l , l ; ) d P  (9 .1)

and

Sh =  (П ( /,§ )  +  <fi{f — Ф(£))) dP

= J^n(I,l;)dP +  <pJjf-<t>(l;))dP (9.2)

=  S“

Figure 9.1 Hedging payoff.
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Figure 5.2 Hedged and unhedged corporate payoffs.

The last cqualiry in (9.2) follows because rhe future value of the forward price 
must equal the value of the unit stock index payoff then, or equivalently, 
the net present value of the forward on the stock index must be zero in a 
competitive financial market. Hence, (9.2) yields the result that the value 
of the hedged firm equals that of the unhedged firm and this is but one 
corollary to the 1958 M odigliani-M iller Theorem. The hedged and unhedged 
payoffs for the firm are shown in Figure 9.2. The value of the shaded area 
represented by G is the gain due to the hedge, while the value of the shaded 
area represented by L is the loss due to the hedge. Equation (9.2) shows that 
those values are the same. While no value is added in this unlevered case, it 
is easy to see that a gain in value is possible if financial distress is possible.

Property insurance contracts

Corporations consist of physical assets that are subject to damage or loss due 
to accidents or perils; these events generate corporate losses but the events can 
be insured. Let L denote the random dollar property loss o f the corporation 
and let П denote the gross payoff of the corporation, i.e., П does not include 
the loss. If the firm takes no action to manage the loss then the stock value 
of the uninsured corporation is S“ where

S“ =  J j n m - L m d P  (9.3)

Property insurance contracts typically cover losses above a deductible o f d 
dollars. The payoff on the insurance contract would be max{0, L — d). Note 
that the property insurance is simply a call option on the loss with an exercise
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A

d}

Figure 9.3 Insurance premium.

price equal to the deductible. The premium on the insurance is i [J) where

i(d) =  J m a \ [0 ,L ($ ) - d )d P  (9.4)

If the firm does insure its property losses then the value o f the insured firm 
is S' where

S' =  -i(d) +  JT ( n ( f ) -  Щ )  +  m ax{0, L(|) -  d\) dP

=  - i ( d ) +  f m a x { 0 ,L ( S ) - d } d P +  f ( n ( $ ) - L ( £ ) ) d P  

=  S" “ (9.5)

The third equality in (9.5) follows because the net present value o f the invest
ment in the property insurance is zero. Hence, (9.5) yields the result that the 
value of the insured firm equals that of the uninsured firm and this is but 
one more corollary to the 1958 M odigliani-M iller Theorem. The uninsured 
value is represented in Figure 9.4. The insurance adds to the gross payoff then 
but that addition is equal in value to the insurance premium i(d) paid now.

Liability insurance contracts

Corporations consist in part of goods or services that create a liability for the 
firm. If the firm’s goods or services are defective, then the firm may be subject 
to a liability claim. The product or service liability can be indemnified with 
insurance. Let L denote the random dollar liability loss of the corporation 
and let П denote the gross payoff of the corporation, i.e., П does not include 
the loss. If the firm takes no action to manage the loss, then the stock value 
of the uninsured corporation is Su given in Equation (9.3).
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Figure. 9.4 insured and uninsured values with property insurance.

Liability insurance contracts often indemnify the corporation against 
losses up to some upper limit k. Then the insurance contract payoff is 
min{L,k} and the insurance premium is i[k) where

i(k) =  j  min{L, d P  (9.6)

If the firm does insure its property losses, then the value of the insured firm 
is S1 where

S' =  -i(k) +  ( n ( f ) -  Ш ) +  m in{L{?) , * } )  dP

=  -i(k) + £  min[ Ш , к \ dP +  J ’ (П(|) -  L(|)) dP (9 .7) 

=  S"

The third equality again follows because the net present value of the invest
ment in insurance is zero. The gross value is shown in Figure 9 .5 . The addi
tional payoff created then just equals the premium paid now on the liability 
policy. Hence, (9.7) yields the result that the value of the insured firm equals 
that of the uninsured firm and this is but one more corollary to the 1958  
M odigliani-M iller Theorem.

Risk Management and Value

Risk management is all about the creation or preservation of value. Incen
tives can be realigned by restructuring the nexus of risks we call the firm. In
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Figure 9.5 Insured and uninsured values with liability insurance.

some cases the incentives become misaligned due to hidden actions. Those 
incentives can be realigned by bundling contracts to provide credible assur
ances that the appropriate actions will be taken. In other cases the incentives 
become misaligned due to hidden knowledge. Even if credible information 
that reveals what is hidden cannot be given to the market participants, it is 
still sometimes possible to manage the risks so that optimal decisions that 
maximize value are still feasible. Equivalently, the agency costs due to hidden 
knowledge can be avoided if the risks are managed appropriately.

Hidden action

The hidden action problem exists when actions can be taken by manage
ment that affect the value of the stakeholders interests in the firm. The hid
den action problem can be the source of a variety of problems, including 
the risk shifting problem and the under-investment problem. Mayers and 
Smith (1987) described an under-investment problem in the context o f an 
insurance market. There the firm made an investment in capital goods that 
were subsequently subject to a possible loss in value and the consequent loss 
in productive capability. The action that was hidden was the firm’s choice 
to take the action to reconstitute the capital goods subsequent to a loss so 
that the productive capability was maintained. The problem generated an 
agency cost for the debt issue used to finance the investment. The problem 
was solved by including a bond covenant requiring sufficient insurance. The 
bond covenant provided credible assurance that the capital goods would be 
reconstituted and so the covenant eliminated the agency cost, i.e., see Garven 
and M acM inn (1993).
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Jensen and Meckling described a risk shifting problem, In the classic 
version of the problem, corporate management finances a capital investment 
project with a bond issue. The management may choose one of two mutually 
exclusive investment projects. Both projects require the same capital expen
diture but one is riskier than the other in the Rothschild—Stiglitz sense + The 
ability of management to shift risk to bondholders by switching from a low 
risk to a high risk investment project creates the problem, e.g., see Jensen 
and M eckling (1976), Green (1984) and MacMinn (1993).5 The risk shirt
ing problem has been solved in a variety of ways, e.g., see MacMinn (19&7), 
The ability that management has to shift risk creates the problem and so re 
can be solved by providing bondholders with a credible assurance that man
agement will not shift the risk. If bonds are issued with a conversion! option 
that yields an option value at least as great as the potential devaluation from 
risk shifting, then that is a credible assurance and is one way to solve this 
agency problem.

Hidden knowledge

The hidden knowledge problem occurs when some market agents possess 
information that is not available to others. From a corporate perspective ii 
yields a necessary distinction between insiders and outsides, or equivalendy 
between those who do and those who do not have the information. For this 
to be meaningful, o f course, the information must by its nature have some 
value. In this setting as in Chapter 8, it is supposed that the insiders have 
knowledge about the characteristics of the corporate cash flow; the insiders 
simply know which of two possible cash flows the corporation has from an 
investment project. The information has value because it yields the correct 
net present value for the project.

4This is the notion that one random project payoff can be described as a mean preserving spread 
of the other project payoff or equivalently that it has more weight in the rails of its distribution. 
See Rothschild, M . and J . E. Stiglitz (1 9 7 0 ). “Increasing Risk: I. A Definition.” Journal o f  
Economic Theory 2 : 2 2 5 -2 4 3 .  Also see M acM inn, R. ( 1 9 8 1). Lecture Notes on Rothschild and 
Stiglitz. “ Increasing Risk: I. A Definition” at http://macminn.org/uncertainty/risk/rothschild- 
stiglitz.pdf
5There are other exam ples. The firm must make operating decisions and those decisions are made 
subsequent to the investment and so the financing decisions. The production decisions are hidden 
and so a potential source of problems. If the corporate payoff is П(q,t;) and П satisfies the prin
ciple of increasing uncertainty, i.e., see Leland, H. (1 9 7 2 ). “Theory of the Firm Facing Uncertain 
D em and.” American Economic Review 62 :2 7 8 -2 9 1 ,  M acMinn, R. D. and A. Holtmann (1983). 
“Technological Uncertainty and the Theory of the Firm .” Southern Economic Journal 50: 
1 2 0 -1 3 6 ,  then it follows that increasing the production increases risk. It is a simple matter 
to show that the levered firm has an incentive to produce more than the unlevered firm if the 
debt is risky.

http://macminn.org/uncertainty/risk/rothschild-
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Figure 9.6 » Cash flow time line.

Consider a slightly expanded version of the Fisher model here to motivate 
risk management in the presence of the hidden knowledge problem. Previ
ously, we showed that the corporate manager would make decisions to m ax
imize current shareholder value minus an agency cost; recall that safe debt 
will be used if possible because it can eliminate the agency cost and allow the 
optimal investment. Froot etal. (1993) noted . .  if capital market imperfec
tions make externally obtained funds more expensive than those generated 
internally, they can generate a rationale for risk management.” If the firm has 
an uncertain cash flow to use in financing its investment and does not man
age that risk, then it must either raise cash from external sources if necessary 
or alter the level of its investment. Either response is simply a reaction to 
the agency cost. The choice is not actually so stark. The corporate objective 
function that has been developed shows that the investment will be pushed 
to the point at which the marginal value of the last dollar invested equals 
a dollar plus the marginal agency cost. Hence, the firm will raise cash from 
external sources but the amount will be limited due to the agency cost. The 
model developed here is motivated by the Froot etal. model but the objective 
function and agency cost are endogenous just as in previous chapters.

Suppose the timeline is extended so that we have dates t — 0 , 1 ,  and 2 
and refer to those dates as now, then and later, respectively. The firm has 
made decisions in the past, i.e., before now, and those decisions have gen
erated an uncertain payoff then of П | dollars. In addition, the firm may 
make an investment decision then that yields a payoff of Tliihi&ig) later> 
if the firm has a good quality investment project and Yliiln& b)  otherwise 
where ГЫ /ь^г;#) > Hiihy&lb) for all £2- The cash flows are summarized 
in Figure 9.7. The investment then is financed with retained earnings, debt 
or equity. The hidden knowledge problem will apply to the investment pay
off later but not the payoff П 1 then from previous corporate decisions. The 
hidden knowledge makes retained earnings, or safe debt preferable to the 
alternatives. If retained earnings and the safe debt capacity do not suffice, 
then the risks must be actively managed to allow the firm to avoid the agency 
cost associated with the hidden knowledge.
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Consider the value of the firm now. Let H, denote the set of states of 
nature then and later, i.e., for t =  1 and 2 respectively. Similarly, let ft,(f ) be 
the price o f a basis stock that pays one dollar in state and zero otherwise 
and let ? ,(£ ,)  be the sum of the basis stock prices from zero to £, Let S 
denote the stock value of the firm at t =  0 , 1, 2. Then the stock value «ош of 
the unhedged firm with the good investment opportunity is S%(Ii;g) where

95

S%(Ji>g) — П"(£|) d P ] + j  U2{Iu 2̂;g)dP2 (9.8)

O f course, the corporate manager does not make the investment decision 
now. Rather she makes that decision then when the cash flow ГЫ ^) from 
the corporate operations is known. Assuming that the cash flow is retained, 
the stock value then is S"{I\;g) where

W h ig )  =  n ? ( f ,)  +  f  n 2(Iu^;g)dP 2 (9.9)
J  Si

The manager of this unhedged corporation with the good investment project 
makes the investment decision to maximize S“{I\;g) — 1\ — ca(Ii) where ca 
is the agency cost.6 Let I* maximize S“{l\;g) - 1\ so that it is the investment 
that maximizes the net present value or equivalently the current shareholder 
value. This I* is first best investment but will only be selected if the agency 
cost is zero. The manager making this investment decision then knows the 
corporate earnings n "(£ i)  and the manager knows how much safe debt can 
be issued in the presence of the hidden knowledge problem. Given rationale 
expectations about the size of the investments made by firms with good and 
bad projects, the maximum promised payment that the manager can make 
and avoid any agency cost due to the hidden knowledge is the dollar promise 
b\ =  П2(/], 0; b)7 as shown in Figure 9.7. Let D j [b*2] be the value of the debt 
issue where

D\[b*2) =  f  b\dP2 (9.10)
J e 2

Now it is apparent that the manager of the firm with the good investment 
project can avoid the agency cost o f the hidden knowledge problem if the 
corporate earnings now and the safe debt capacity suffice to raise the optimal 
investment expenditure. Equivalently, the agency cost can be eliminated if 
n “{h) +  Di(b$) > I*. Without further action, there is no guarantee that this 
inequality will be satisfied then.

6See Chapter 8 for the derivation of this objective function.
7 O f course, if П2 ( /| ,0 ; 6 ) =  0 then there is no feasible safe debt issue.
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Figure 9.7 n Safe debt capacity given hidden knowledge.

Figure 9.8 s Hedging to manage the risk of earnings then.

Consider the manager making decisions now. The manager is not due 
to make a decision about the size of the investment in the capital project 
until then, but the manager can make decisions now to manage the risk of hav
ing enough money then to make the optimal investment choice. W ithout any 
risk management decisions now, the firm may or may not have enough cash 
flow then from corporate operations to finance the optimal investment with 
retained earnings and safe debt. Hence, in the absence of risk management, 
the firm may have to raise additional money externally with a risky bond 
issue or an equity issue. In either case, the associated agency cost will cause 
an under-investment problem and value will be lost. W ith risk management
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decisions now, it is possible to eliminate or at least alleviate the agency costs 
due to the hidden knowledge problem.

Consider risk management decisions that can be made now that will cir
cumvent the under-investment problem. Suppose the manager hedges the 
corporate earnings then by purchasing a forward contract. Also suppose that 
safe debt can be issued on the investment project undertaken then and let b\ be 
the maximum promised payment consistent with a transparent valuation of 
the debt issue by outsiders. The forward contract will yield a corporate payoff 
then of n 'flt-i) =  n','(£i)-hp(/i — Ф(^1)) and the debt issue will yield a cash flow 
then oiD\{b\). If the hedge can be designed so that П^(£]) > I\ — D^b*,) for 
all then these risk management and financing decisions combine to elimi
nate the under-investment problem. If the corporate payoff then is increasing 
across states, then the under-investment problem can be eliminated by creat
ing a hedge sufficient to make П;[{0) >  I* — D\{b\)> i.e., see Figure 9.8.

So dbg) = f  п?(||)</Р| + f  n2d lh ;g)d P 2
■/21 J 32

=  ^  П Wi)dPt +<pj^ ( f t -  Ф(?1))ЛР| +  j_  n 1 d U r ,g )d P 1

=  ^  + £  П2d%h-,g)dPi (9.11) 

=  f  ПUh)dPi + f  n !d U r ,g )d P i
J  2 1 J  S i

+ QT n2d lh ;g )d P 2 -  n2dUr,g)dP?)

=  S 'id U ) +  Cad‘l)

The second equality in (9.11) follows because the net present value of the 
forward position is zero. This is due to the corollary o f the 1958 M odigliani- 
M iller Theorem and becomes quite useful here because the cost o f hedging is 
zero but unlike the corollary, there is value to be gained here by managing the 
risk o f having enough retained earnings available for investment then. Hence, 
the firm can increase value through appropriate risk management decisions 
designed to eliminate the agency cost associated with the hidden knowledge 
problem. Equation (9.11) shows that risk management can recapture the 
entire agency cost.

Caviar Caveat

Hedging can sometimes increase risk and so risk management notions must 
be used carefully and in some cases avoided because they increase rather
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than decrease risk. In the extreme case of Russian caviar, the intuition is 
that the product price tracks the random exchange rate £  and so hedging 
would increase rather than decrease risk. Suppose that a firm sells caviar in 
this country and P(£) is the random domestic product price then. Suppose 
q represents the number of units sold then, r represents the price in rubles 
and £ (£ ) is the inverse of the currency exchange rate, i.e., dollars per ruble. 
The firm payoff then is П(£) =  P{t-)q -  E{t-)rq. If the price is determined 
competitively then, it follows that the price must be P (£ ) =  £ (£  )r +  с for 
each state f , where с is a unit cost o f carry. In this case, it is quite apparent 
that the product price and the reciprocal o f the currency exchange rate are 
perfectly positively correlated.

Let П" =  Pq — Erq denote the payoff of the unhedged firm. Suppose the 
firm buys rubles forward to pay for its caviar purchases. Let f  denote the 
forward exchange rate. Then the hedged payoff is П/; =  Pq — Erqs — frqf, 
where q =  q$ +  qf. The hedged payoff may also be expressed as

Uh =  Pq — Erq ~ { f ~ E )  rqf 
=  П" — ( f  — Ё) rqf

(9 .12)

Observe first that the unhedged payoff is cq and second that the hedged 
payoff increases or decreases as the spot exchange rate is greater or less than 
the forward rate, i.e.,

э гг
Э qf =  c — (f — £ (£ )) r 

> c  as £(£)>/•
(9.13)
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and so the hedged payoff rotates counter clockwise through the forward rate 
as the hedge increases. This, however, increases rather than decreases the risk 
of the payoff and provides one strikingly simple example of when a hedge is 
really speculation.

Suggested Problems

1. A generalization of 1958 M odigliani-M iller Theorem suggests that if 
firms r and t merge so that the payoff o f the merged firm is the sum 
of the payoffs o f the unmerged firms, then the stock value of the merged 
firm equals the sum of the values of the unmerged firms. Demonstrate this 
claim.

2. Suppose the corporation described in the section on hidden knowledge 
faces random liability losses of L dollars then. Will an insurance purchase 
be an effective management technique in solving the under-investment 
problem described there?

3. Consider the corporation described in the section on hidden knowledge. 
Suppose the corporation has random earnings then from its operations 
in the domestic and foreign markets and has investment opportunities 
in both markets then as well. Should the firm hedge the currency risks 
now? W hat other risk management techniques might increase corporate 
value? If the firm levers its capital investments, then where should it do 
the borrowing?



Concluding Remarks

T he Fisher model provides the foundation for more than a demonstration 
of the origins of the net present value rule under certainty. The received 

theory of corporate finance can be posited in the context o f the Fisher model 
under uncertainty as the analysis here has shown. The separation theorems 
in Chapters 4  and 8 are particularly important because they provide the 
basis for an endogenous determination of the corporate objective function. 
The objective function does not need to be and in fact should not be assumed 
as it so often has been in the literature.

The modeling also provides a framework for stating and proving the 
classic theorems in corporate finance some of which were demonstrated in 
Chapter 6. In the subsequent chapters the hidden action and hidden know 
ledge problems were exposited. The hidden action problem arises when cor
porate management can make decisions and take actions that affect the value 
of corporate assets unknown to the stakeholders who value those assets in 
the financial markets. The hidden action problem is the source o f a variety 
of agency problems in corporate finance. The risk shift problem arises due to 
a hidden action and can be solved by reconstructing the risks that constitute 
the corporation as was demonstrated in Chapter 7. The under-investment 
problem can arise in a variety of ways and the hidden action problem is one 
cause of the problem as was demonstrated in Chapter 7 also. The hidden 
knowledge problem arises when corporate management possesses inform a
tion that investors do not. This information is valuable but difficult at best to 
convey to investors or equivalently corporate outsiders. Hidden knowledge 
is also the source of agency problems in corporate finance and the most well- 
known consequence of hidden knowledge is an under-investment problem.
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Even though the hidden knowledge problem complicates the analysis because 
corporate insiders cannot trade on the basis of insider information, a sepa
ration result was still demonstrated in Chapter 8 in the process of demon
strating the M yers-M ajluf pecking order theorem.

The Fisher model also provides a natural place to begin a study of 
corporate risk management. M ost o f the theorems in corporate finance are 
concerned with capital structure or dividend policy but these concepts are 
concerned with packaging or repackaging risks and can be viewed as special 
cases o f risk management. Some risk management notions are introduced 
in Chapter 9. The risk shifting problem and an under-investment problem 
both due to hidden actions are reconsidered in Chapter 9; risk management 
solutions to these problems exist and are discussed. The hidden knowledge 
problem and the consequent under-investment problem is also discussed and 
a risk management solution provided by Froot etal. is reframed and demon
strated in the Fisher setting.

The Fisher model provides the framework and basis for generating all 
of the important theorems in corporate finance. Some of the classic theo
rems have been demonstrated here but far more is possible. The model is 
sufficiently malleable for generalizations and theorems not yet stated.
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